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Preface

To give the Silliman Lectures, one of the oldest and

most outstanding academic lecture series in the United

States, is considered a privilege and an honor among
^scholars all over the world. Traditionally the lecturer

is asked to give a series of talks, over a period of about

two weeks, and then to shape the manuscript of the

lectures into a book to be published under the auspices

of Yale University, the home and headquarters of the

Silliman Lectures.

Early in 1955 my husband, John von Neumann, was

invited by Yale University to give the Silliman Lec-

tures during the spring term of 1956, some time in late

March or early April. Johnny was deeply honored and

gratified by this invitation, despite the fact that he had

to make his acceptance subject to one condition

—

namely, that the lectures be limited to one week only.

The accompanying manuscript would, however, cover

more fully his chosen topic—The Computer and the

Brain—a theme in which he had been interested for a

considerable time. The request to abbreviate the lecture

period was made of necessity, as he had just been

appointed by President Eisenhower as one of the mem-
bers of the Atomic Energy Commission, a full-time job

which does not permit even a scientist much time away

from his desk in Washington. My husband knew, how-

ever, that he could find time to write the lectures, for

he had always done his writing at home during the

night or at dawn. His capacity for work was practically
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unlimited, particularly if he was interested, and the

many unexplored possibilities of automata did interest

him very much indeed; so he felt quite confident that

he could prepare a full manuscript even though the

lecture period would have to be somewhat cut. Yale

University, helpful and understanding at this early /

period as well as later, when there was only sadness,

sorrow, and need, accepted this arrangement, and
Johnny started his new job at the Commission with the

added incentive that he would continue his work on

the theory of automata even if it was done a little

en cache.

In the spring of 1955 we moved from Princeton to

Washington, and Johnny went on leave of absence

from the Institute for Advanced Study, where he had

been Professor in the School of Mathematics since

1933.

Johnny was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1903. Even
in his early years he had shown a remarkable ability and
interest in scientific matters, and as a child his almost

photographic memory manifested itself in many un-

usual ways. Reaching college age, he studied first

chemistry and then mathematics at the University of

Berlin, the Technische Hohschule in Zurich, and the

University of Budapest. In 1927 he was appointed

Privatdozent at the University of Berlin, probably one

of the youngest persons appointed to such a position in

any of the German universities within the last few

decades. Later Johnny taught at the University of

Hamburg, and in 1930, for the first time, crossed the

Atlantic, having accepted the invitation of Princeton

University to become a guest lecturer for one year. In

1931 he became a member of the faculty of Princeton

University, thus making his permanent home in the

United States and becoming a citizen of the New World.
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During the 1920’s and 30’s Johnny’s scientific interest

was ranging widely, mostly in theoretical fields. His pub-

lications included works on quantum theory, mathemati-

cal logic, ergodic theory, continuous geometry, problems

dealing with rings of operators, and many other areas

of pure mathematics. Then, during the late thirties, he

became interested in questions of theoretical hydro-

dynamics, particularly in the great difficulties en-

countered in obtaining solutions to partial differential

equations by known analytical methods. This endeavor,

carried forward when war clouds were darkening the

horizon all over the world, brought him into scientific

defense work and made him more and more interested

in the applied fields of mathematics and physics. The
interaction of shock waves, a very intricate hydro-

dynamic problem, became one of the important defense

research interests, and the tremendous amount of cal-

culations required to get some of the answers motivated

Johnny to employ a high-speed computing machine for

this purpose. The eniac, built in Philadelphia for the

Ballistic Research Laboratories of Army Ordnance,

'was Johnny’s first introduction to the vast possibilities

of solving many yet unresolved questions with the aid

of automation. He helped to modify some of the mathe-

matical-logical design of the eniac, and from then

until his last conscious hours, he remained interested

in and intrigued by the still unexplored aspects and

possibilities of the fast-growing use of automata.

In 1943, soon after the Manhattan Project was started,

Johnny became one of the scientists who “disappeared

into the West,” commuting back and forth between

Washington, Los Alamos, and many other places. This

was the period during which he became completely

convinced, and tried to convince others in many varied

fields, that numerical calculations done on fast elec-
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tronic computing devices would substantially facilitate

the solution of many difficult, unsolved, scientific prob-

lems.

After the war, together with a small group of selected

engineers and mathematicians, Johnny built, at the

Institute for Advanced Study, an experimental elec-

tronic calculator, popularly known as the joniac,
which eventually became the pilot model for similar

machines all over the country. Some of the basic prin-

ciples developed in the joniac are used even today in

the fastest and most modern calculators. To design the

machine, Johnny and his co-workers tried to imitate

some of the known operations of the live brain. This is

the aspect which led him to study neurology, to seek

out men in the fields of neurology and psychiatry, to

attend many meetings on these subjects, and, eventu-

ally, to give lectures to such groups on the possibilities

of copying an extremely simplified model of the living

brain for man-made machines. In the Silliman Lectures

these thoughts were to be further developed and ex-

panded.

During the postwar years Johnny divided his work
among scientific problems in various fields. Particularly,

he became interested in meteorology, where numerical

calculations seemed to be helpful in opening entirely

new vistas; part of his time was spent helping to make
calculations in the ever-expanding problems of nuclear

physics. He continued to work closely with the labora-

tories of the Atomic Energy Commission, and in 1952

he became a member of the General Advisory Commit-
tee to the a ec.

On March 15, 1955, Johnny was sworn in as a member
of the Atomic Energy Commission, and early in May
we moved our household to Washington. Three months
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later, in August, the pattern of our active and exciting

life, centered around my husband’s indefatigable and

astounding mind, came to an abrupt stop; Johnny had

developed severe pains in his left shoulder, and after

surgery, bone cancer was diagnosed. The ensuing

months were of alternating hope and despair; some-

times we were confident that the lesion in the shoulder

was a single manifestation of the dread disease, not to

recur for a long time, but then indefinable aches and

pains that he suffered from at times dashed our hopes

for the future. Throughout this period Johnny worked

feverishly—during the day in his office or making the

many trips required by the job; at night on scientific

papers, things which he had postponed until he would

be through with his term at the Commission. He now
started to work systematically on the manuscript for

the Silliman Lectures; most of what is written in the

following pages was produced in those days of uncer-

tainty and waiting. In late November the next blow

came: several lesions were found on his spine, and he

developed serious difficulties in walking. From then on,

everything went from bad to worse, though still there

was some hope left that with treatment and care the

fatal illness might be arrested, for a while at least.

By January 1956 Johnny was confined to a wheelchair,

but still he attended meetings, was wheeled into his

office, and continued working on the manuscript for the

lecture. Clearly his strength was waning from day to

day; all trips and speaking engagements had to be

canceled one by one, with this single exception—the

Silliman Lectures. There was some hope that with X-

ray treatments the spine might be, at least temporarily,

sufficiently strengthened by late March to permit his

traveling to New Haven and fulfilling this one obliga-
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tion that meant so very much to him. Even so, the

Silliman Lecture Committee had to be asked further to

reduce the lectures to one or two at the most, for the

strain of a whole week of lecturing would have been

dangerous in his weakened condition. By March, how-

ever, all false hopes were gone, and there was no longer

any question of Johnny being able to travel anywhere.

Again Yale University, as helpful and understanding

as ever, did not cancel the lectures, but suggested that

if the manuscript could be delivered, someone else

would read it for him. In spite of many efforts, Johnny
could not finish writing his planned lectures in time;

as a matter of tragic fate he could never finish writing

them at all.

In early April Johnny was admitted to Walter Reed

Hospital; he never left the hospital grounds again until

his death on February 8, 1957. The unfinished manu-
script of the Silliman Lectures went with him to the

hospital, where he made a few more attempts to work
on it; but by then the illness had definitely gained the

upper hand, and even Johnny’s exceptional mind could

not overcome the weariness of the body.

I should like to be permitted to express my deep grati-

tude to the Silliman Lecture Committee, to Yale Uni-

versity, and to the Yale University Press, all of which

have been so helpful and kind during the last, sad years

of Johnny’s life and now honor his memory by admit-

ting his unfinished and fragmentary manuscript to the

series of the Silliman Lectures Publications.

KLARA VON NEUMANN

Washington
,
D.C

. ,
September 1957
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Introduction

Since I am neither a neurologist nor a psychiatrist,

but a mathematician, the work that follows re-

quires some explanation and justification. It is an
approach toward the understanding of the nervous

system from the mathematician 5

^ point of view.

However, this statement must immediately be

qualified in both of its essential parts.

First, it is an overstatement to describe what I

am attempting here as an “approach toward the

understanding”; it is merely a somewhat system-

atized set of speculations as to how such an ap-

proach ought to be made. That is, I am trying to

guess which of the—mathematically guided—lines

of attack seem, from the hazy distance in which we
see most of them, a priori promising, and which
ones have the opposite appearance. I will also offer

some rationalizations of these guesses.

Second, the “mathematician’s point of view,” as

I would like to have it understood in this context,

carries a distribution of emphases that differs from

the usual one: apart from the stress on the general

mathematical techniques, the logical and the

statistical aspects will be in the foreground. Fur-

thermore, logics and statistics should be primarily,

although not exclusively, viewed as the basic tools

1



Introduction

of “information theory.” Also, that body of ex-

perience which has grown up around the planning,

evaluating, and coding of complicated logical and
mathematical automata will be the focus of much
of this information theory. The most typical, but

not the only, such automata are, of course, the

large electronic computing machines.

Let me note, in passing, that it would be very

satisfactory if one could talk about a “theory” of

such automata. Regrettably, what at this moment
exists—and to what I must appeal—can as yet be

described only as an imperfectly articulated and
hardly formalized “body of experience.”

Lastly, my main aim is actually to bring out a

rather different aspect of the matter. I suspect that

a deeper mathematical study of the nervous system—“mathematical” in the sense outlined above

—

will affect our understanding of the aspects of

mathematics itself that are involved. In fact, it

may alter the way in which we look on mathe-

matics and logics proper. I will try to explain my
reasons for this belief later.

2



Part 1. The Computer

I begin by discussing some of the principles under-

lying the systematics and the practice of computing

machines.

Existing computing machines fall into two broad

classes: “analog” and “digital.” This subdivision

arises according to the way in which the numbers,

on which the machine operates, are represented in

it.

The Analog Procedure

In an analog machine each number is represented

by a suitable physical quantity, whose values,

measured in some pre-assigned unit, is equal to the

number in question. This quantity may be the

angle by which a certain disk has rotated, or the

strength of a certain current, or the amount of a

certain (relative) voltage, etc. To enable the

machine to compute, i.e. to operate on these

numbers according to a predetermined plan, it is

necessary to provide organs (or components) that

can perform on these representative quantities the

basic operations of mathematics.

3
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THE CONVENTIONAL BASIC OPERATIONS

These basic operations are usually understood to be
the “four species of arithmetic”: addition (the

operation x + y) , subtraction (

x

— y) ,
multiplica-

tion (xy) , division (x/y )

.

Thus it is obviously not difficult to add or to sub-

tract two currents (by merging them in parallel

or in antiparallel directions). Multiplication (of

two currents) is more difficult, but there exist

various kinds of electrical componentry which will

perform this operation. The same is true for divi-

sion (of one current by another). (For multiplica-

tion as well as for division—but not for addition

and subtraction—of course the unit in which the

current is measured is relevant.)

UNUSUAL BASIC OPERATIONS

A rather remarkable attribute of some analog ma-
chines, on which I will have to comment a good
deal further, is this. Occasionally the machine is

built around other “basic” operations than the four

species of arithmetic mentioned above. Thus the

classical “differential analyzer,” which expresses

numbers by the angles by which certain disks have
rotated, proceeds as follows. Instead of addition,

x -j- y, and subtraction, x — y, the operations

(x ± y) /

2

are offered, because a readily available,

simple component, the “differential gear” (the

same one that is used on the back axle of an auto-

4
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mobile) produces these. Instead of multiplication,

xy, an entirely different procedure is used: In the

differential analyzer all quantities appear as func-

tions of time, and the differential analyzer makes
use of an organ called the “integrator,” which

will, for two such quantities x(t), y(t) form the

(“Stieltjes”) integral z(t) = f*
x(t) dy{t).

The point in this scheme is threefold:

First: the three above operations will, in suitable

combinations, reproduce three of the four usual

basic operations, namely addition, subtraction, and

multiplication.

Second: in combination with certain “feedback”

tricks, they will also generate the fourth operation,

division. I will not discuss the feedback principle

here, except by saying that while it has the appear-

ance of a device for solving implicit relations, it is

in reality a particularly elegant short-circuited

iteration and successive approximation scheme.

Third, and this is the true justification of the dif-

ferential analyzer: its basic operations (x ± y) /

2

and integration are, for wide classes of problems,

more economical than the arithmetical ones (x -j-

y, x — y, xy, x/y). More specifically: any comput-

ing machine that is to solve a complex mathemati-

cal problem must be “programmed” for this task.

This means that the complex operation of solving

that problem must be replaced by a combination

of the basic operations of the machine. Frequently

it means something even more subtle: approxima-

tion of that operation—to any desired (prescribed)

degree—by such combinations. Now for a given

5
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class of problems one set of basic operations may be

more efficient, i.e. allow the use of simpler, less

extensive, combinations, than another such set.

Thus, in particular, for systems of total differential

equations—for which the differential analyzer was
primarily designed—the above-mentioned basic

operations of that machine are more efficient than
the previously mentioned arithmetical basic opera-

tions (x + y, x — y, xy, x/y )

.

Next, I pass to the digital class of machines.

The Digital Procedure

In a decimal digital machine each number is repre-

sented in the same way as in conventional writing

or printing, i.e. as a sequence of decimal digits.

Each decimal digit, in turn, is represented by a

system of “markers.”

MARKERS, THEIR COMBINATIONS
AND EMBODIMENTS

A marker which can appear in ten different forms

suffices by itself to represent a decimal digit. A
marker which can appear in two different forms

only will have to be used so that each decimal digit

corresponds to a whole group. (A group of three

two-valued markers allows 8 combinations; this is

inadequate. A group of four such markers allows

16 combinations; this is more than adequate.

Hence, groups of at least four markers must be

used per decimal digit. There may be reasons to

6
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use larger groups; see below.) An example of a

ten-valued marker is an electrical pulse that

appears on one of ten pre-assigned lines. A two-

valued marker is an electrical pulse on a pre-

assigned line, so that its presence or absence con-

veys the information (the marker’s “value”).

Another possible two-valued marker is an electrical

pulse that can have positive or negative polarity.

There are, of course, many other equally valid

marker schemes.

I will make one more observation on markers:

The above-mentioned ten-valued marker is clearly

a group of ten two-valued markers, in other words,

highly redundant in the sense noted above. The
minimum group, consisting of four two-valued

markers, can also be introduced within the same

framework. Consider a system of four pre-assigned

lines, such that (simultaneous) electrical pulses

can appear on any combination of these. This al-

lows for 16 combinations, any 10 of which can be

stipulated to correspond to the decimal digits.

Note that these markers, which are usually elec-

trical pulses (or possibly electrical voltages or cur-

rents, lasting as long as their indication is to be

valid), must be controlled by electrical gating

devices.

DIGITAL MACHINE TYPES AND THEIR
BASIC COMPONENTS

In the course of the development up to now, elec-

tromechanical relays, vacuum tubes, crystal diodes,

7
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ferromagnetic cores, and transistors have been suc-

cessively used—some of them in combination with

others, some of them preferably in the memory or-

gans of the machine (cf. below), and others prefer-

ably outside the memory (in the “active” organs)

—giving rise to as many different species of digital

machines.

PARALLEL AND SERIAL SCHEMES

Now a number in the machine is represented by
a sequence of ten-valued markers (or marker
groups), which may be arranged to appear simul-

taneously, in different organs of the machine—in

parallel—or in temporal succession, in a single

organ of the machine—in series. If the machine is

built to handle, say, twelve-place decimal numbers,
e.g. with six places “to the left” of the decimal

point, and six “to the right,” then twelve such

markers (or marker groups) will have to be pro-

vided in each information channel of the machine
that is meant for passing numbers. (This scheme
can—and is in various machines—be made more
flexible in various ways and degrees. Thus, in al-

most all machines, the position of the decimal

point is adjustable. However, I will not go into

these matters here any further.)

THE CONVENTIONAL BASIC OPERATIONS

The operations of a digital machine have so far

always been based on the four species of arithmetic.

Regarding the well-known procedures that are

being used, the following should be said:

8
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First, on addition: in contrast to the physical

processes that mediate this process in analog ma-
chines (cf. above), in this case rules of strict and

logical character control this operation-—how to

form digital sums, when to produce a carry, and

how to repeat and combine these operations. The
logical nature of the digital sum becomes even

clearer when the binary (rather than decimal) sys-

tem is used. Indeed, the binary addition table

(0 + 0 = 00, 0 + 1 =1 + 0 = 01, 1 + 1 = 10)

can be stated thus: The sum digit is 1 if the two

addend digits differ, otherwise it is 0; the carry

digit is 1 if both addend digits are 1, otherwise it

is 0. Because of the possible presence of a carry

digit, one actually needs a binary addition table for

three terms (0 + 0 + 0 = 00, 0 + 0 + l= 0 +
1+0 = 1 + 0 + 0 = 01, 0 + l+ l = l+ 0 +
1 = 1 + 1 + 0 = 10, 1 + 1 + 1 = 11), and this

states: The sum digit is 1, if the number of l’s

among the addend (including the carry) digits is

odd (1 or 3), otherwise it is 0; the carry digit is 1

if the l’s among the addend (including the carry)

digits form a majority (2 or 3), otherwise it is 0.

Second, on subtraction: the logical structure of

this is very similar to that one of addition. It can

even be—and usually is—reduced to the latter by
the simple device of “complementing” the sub-

trahend.

Third, on multiplication: the primarily logical

character is even more obvious—and the structure

more involved—than for addition. The products

(of the multiplicand) with each digit of the multi-

plier are formed (usually preformed for all possi-

9
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ble decimal digits, by various addition schemes),

and then added together (with suitable shifts).

Again, in the binary system the logical character

is even more transparent and obvious. Since the

only possible digits are 0 and 1, a (multiplier)

digital product (of the multiplicand) is omitted for

0 and it is the multiplicand itself for 1.

All of this applies to products of positive fac-

tors. When both factors may have both signs, addi-

tional logical rules control the four situations that

can arise.

Fourth, on division: the logical structure is com-
parable to that of the multiplication, except that

now various iterated, trial-and-error subtraction

procedures intervene, with specific logical rules

(for the forming of the quotient digits) in the var-

ious alternative situations that can arise, and that

must be dealt with according to a serial, repetitive

scheme.

To sum up: all these operations now differ

radically from the physical processes used in ana-

log machines. They all are patterns of alternative

actions, organized in highly repetitive sequences,

and governed by strict and logical rules. Especially

in the cases of multiplication and division these

rules have a quite complex logical character. (This

may be obscured by our long and almost instinc-

tive familiarity with them, but if one forces one-

self to state them fully, the degree of their com-

plexity becomes apparent.)

10



Logical Control

Logical Control

Beyond the capability to execute the basic opera-

tions singly, a computing machine must be able

to perform them according to the sequence—or

rather, the logical pattern—in which they generate

the solution of the mathematical problem that is

the actual purpose of the calculation in hand. In

the traditional analog machines—typified by the

“differential analyzer”—this “sequencing” of the

operation is achieved in this way. There must be

a priori enough organs present in the machine to

perform as many basic operations as the desired

calculation calls for—i.e. enough “differential

gears” and “integrators” (for the two basic opera-

tions (x ± y) /2 and
J

l

x{t) dy(t), respectively, cf.

above). These—i.e. their “input” and “output”

disks (or, rather, the axes of these)—must then be

so connected to each other (by cogwheel connec-

tions in the early models, and by electrical follower-

arrangements [“selsyns”] in the later ones) as to

constitute a replica of the desired calculation. It

should be noted that this connection-pattern can be

set up at will—indeed, this is the means by which

the problem to be solved, i.e. the intention of the

user, is impressed on the machine. This “setting

up” occurred in the early (cog wheel-connected,

cf. above) machines by mechanical means, while

in the later (electrically connected, cf. above)

machines it was done by plugging. Nevertheless,

11
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The Computer

it was in all these types always a fixed setting for

the entire duration of a problem.

PLUGGED CONTROL

In some of the very last analog machines a further

trick was introduced. These had electrical, “plug-

ged” connections. These plugged connections were
actually controlled by electromechanical relays,

and hence they could be changed by electrical

stimulation of the magnets that closed or opened
these relays. These electrical stimuli could be con-

trolled by punched paper tapes, and these tapes

could be started and stopped (and restarted and
restopped, etc.) by electrical signals derived at suit-

able moments from the calculation.

LOGICAL TAPE CONTROL

The latter reference means that certain numerical
organs in the machine have reached certain pre-

assigned conditions, e.g. that the sign of a certain

number has turned negative, or that a certain

number has been exceeded by another certain

number, etc. Note that if numbers are defined by
electrical voltages or currents, then their signs can

be sensed by rectifier arrangements; for a rotating

disk the sign shows whether it has passed a zero

position moving right or moving left; a number is

exceeded by another one when the sign of their

difference turns negative, etc. Thus a “logical”

12
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tape control—or, better still, a “state of calculation

combined with tape” control—was superposed over

the basic, “fixed connections” control.

The digital machines started off-hand with

different control systems. However, before discuss-

ing these I will make some general remarks that

bear on digital machines, and on their relationship

to analog machines.

THE PRINCIPLE OF ONLY ONE ORGAN
FOR EACH BASIC OPERATION

It must be emphasized, to begin with, that in dig-

ital machines there is uniformly only one organ

for each basic operation. This contrasts with most

analog machines, where there must be enough

organs for each basic operation, depending on the

requirements of the problem in hand (cf. above).

It should be noted, however, that this is a historical

fact rather than an intrinsic requirement—analog

machines (of the electrically connected type, cf.

above) could, in principle, be built with only one

organ for each basic operation, and a logical con-

trol of any of the digital types to be described

below. (Indeed, the reader can verify for himself

without much difficulty, that the “very latest” type

of analog machine control, described above, repre-

sents a transition to this modus operandi.)

It should be noted, furthermore, that some

digital machines deviate more or less from this

“only one organ for each basic operation” principle

—but these deviations can be brought back to the

orthodox scheme by rather simple reinterpretations.
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(In some cases it is merely a matter of dealing with
a duplex [or multiplex] machine, with suitable

means of intercommunication.) I will not go into

these matters here any further.

THE CONSEQUENT NEED FOR A
SPECIAL MEMORY ORGAN

The “only one organ for each basic operation”

principle necessitates, however, the providing for a

larger number of organs that can be used to store

numbers passively—the results of various partial,

intermediate calculations. That is, each such organ

must be able to “store” a number—removing the

one it may have stored previously—accepting it

from some other organ to which it is at the time

connected, and to “repeat” it upon “questioning”:

to emit it to some other organ to which it is at that

(other) time connected. Such an organ is called a

“memory register,” the totality of these organs is

called a “memory,” and the number of registers in

a memory is the “capacity” of that memory.
I can now pass to the discussion of the main

modes of control for digital machines. This is best

done by describing two basic types, and mention-
ing some obvious principles for combining them.

CONTROL BY “CONTROL SEQUENCE” POINTS

The first basic method of control, which has been
widely used, can be described (with some sim-

plifications and idealizations) as follows:

The machine contains a number of logical con-
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trol organs, called “control sequence points,” with

the following function. (The number of these con-

trol sequence points can be quite considerable. In

some newer machines it reaches several hundred.)

In the simplest mode of using this system, each

control sequence point is connected to one of the

basic operation organs that it actuates, and also to

the memory registers which are to furnish the

numerical inputs of this operation, and to the one

that is to receive its output. After a definite delay

(which must be sufficient for the performing of the

operation), or after the receipt of a “performed”

signal (if the duration of the operation is variable

and its maximum indefinite or unacceptably long

—this procedure requires, of course, an additional

connection with the basic operation organ in ques-

tion), the control sequence point actuates the next

control sequence point, its “successor.” This func-

tions in turn, in a similar way, according to its own
connections, etc. If nothing further is done, this

furnishes the pattern for an unconditioned, repeti-

tionless calculation.

More sophisticated patterns obtain if some con-

trol sequence points, to be called “branching

points,” are connected to two “successors” and are

capable of two states, say A and 5, so that A causes

the process to continue by way of the first “succes-

sor” and B by way of the second one. The control

sequence point is normally in state A, but it is con-

nected to two memory registers, certain events in

which will cause it to go from A to B or from B to

A, respectively—say the appearance of a negative

sign in the first one will make it go from A to 5,
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and the appearance of a negative sign in the second

one will make it go from B to A. (Note: in addition

to storing the digits of a number, cf. above, a

memory register usually also stores its sign [+ or

— ]—for this a two-valued marker suffices.) Now
all sorts of possibilities open up: The two “succes-

sors” may represent two altogether disjunct

branches of the calculation, depending on suitably

assigned numerical criteria (controlling
UA to 5,”

while UB to A” is used to restore the original con-

dition for a new computation). Possibly the two
alternative branches may reunite later, in a com-

mon later successor. Still another possibility arises

when one of the two branches, say the one con-

trolled by A, actually leads back to the first men-
tioned (branching) control sequence point. In this

case one deals with a repetitive procedure, which
is iterated until a certain numerical criterion is

met (the one that commands UA to 2?,” cf. above).

This is, of course, the basic iterative process. All

these tricks can be combined and superposed, etc.

Note that in this case, as in the plugged type

control for analog machines mentioned earlier, the

totality of the (electrical) connections referred to

constitutes the set-up of the problem—-the expres-

sion of the problem to be solved, i.e. of the inten-

tion of the user. So this is again a plugged control.

As in the case referred to, the plugged pattern can

be changed from one problem to another, but—at

least in the simplest arrangement—it is fixed for

the entire duration of a problem.

This method can be refined in many ways. Each
control sequence point may be connected to several
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organs, stimulating more than one operation. The
plugged connection may (as in an earlier example

dealing with analog machines) actually be con-

trolled by electromechanial relays, and these can

be (as outlined there) set up by tapes, which in

turn may move under the control of electrical

signals derived from events in the calculation. I

will not go here any further into all the variations

that this theme allows.

MEMORY-STORED CONTROL

The second basic method of control, which has

actually gone quite far toward displacing the first

one, can be described (again with some simplifica-

tions) as follows.

This scheme has, formally, some similarity with

the plugged control scheme described above. How-
ever, the control sequence points are now replaced

by “orders.” An order is, in most embodiments of

this scheme, physically the same thing as a number
(of the kind with which the machine deals, cf.

above) . Thus in a decimal machine it is a sequence

of decimal digits. (12 decimal digits in the example

given previously, with or without making use of

the sign, etc., cf. above. Sometimes more than one

order is contained in this standard number space,

but there is no need to go into this here.)

An order must indicate which basic operation is

to be performed, from which memory registers the

inputs of that operation are to come, and to which

memory register its output is to go. Note that this
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presupposes that all memory registers are numbered
serially—the number of a memory register is

called its “address.” It is convenient to number the

basic operations, too. Then an order simply con-

tains the number of its operation and the addresses

of the memory registers referred to above, as a

sequence of decimal digits (in a fixed order).

There are some variants on this, which, however,

are not particularly important in the present con-

text: An order may, in the way described above,

control more than one operation; it may direct that

the addresses that it contained be modified in cer-

tain specified ways before being applied in the

process of its execution (the normally used—and

practically most important—address modification

consists of adding to all the addresses in question

the contents of a specified memory register)

.

Alternatively, these functions may be controlled

by special orders, or an order may affect only part

of any of the constituent actions described above.

A more important phase of each order is this.

Like a control sequence point in the previous ex-

ample, each order must determine its successor

—

with or without branching (cf. above). As I

pointed out above, an order is usually “physically”

the same thing as a number. Hence the natural

way to store it—in the course of the problem in

whose control it participates—is in a memory reg-

ister. In other words, each order is stored in the

memory, in a definite memory register, that is to

say, at a definite address. This opens up a number
of specific ways to handle the matter of an orders

successor. Thus it may be specified that the suc-
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cessor of an order at the address X is—unless the

opposite is made explicit—the order at the address

X + 1. “The opposite” is a “transfer,” a special

order that specifies that the successor is at an as-

signed address Y . Alternatively, each order may
have the “transfer” clause in it, i.e. specify ex-

plicitly the address of its successor. “Branching” is

most conveniently handled by a “conditional trans-

fer” order, which is one that specifies that the suc-

cessors address is X or F, depending on whether a

certain numerical condition has arisen or not—e.g.

whether a number at a given address Z is negative

or not. Such an order must then contain a number
that characterizes this particular type of order

(thus playing a similar role, and occupying the

same position, as the basic operation number re-

ferred to further above)
,
and the addresses X, F, Z,

as a sequence of decimal digits (cf. above)

.

Note the important difference between this mode
of control and the plugged one, described earlier:

There the control sequence points were real, physi-

cal objects, and their plugged connections ex-

pressed the problem. Now the orders are ideal

entities, stored in the memory, and it is thus the

contents of this particular segment of the memory
that express the problem. Accordingly, this mode of

control is called “memory-stored control.”

MODUS OPERANDI OF THE
MEMORY-STORED CONTROL

In this case, since the orders that exercise the entire

control are in the memory, a higher degree of flexi-
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bility is achieved than in any previous mode of

control. Indeed, the machine, under the control of

its orders, can extract numbers (or orders) from
the memory, process them (as numbers!), and
return them to the memory (to the same or to other

locations)
; i.e. it can change the contents of the

memory—indeed this is its normal modus operandi .

Hence it can, in particular, change the orders

(since these are in the memory!)—the very orders

that control its actions. Thus all sorts of sophisti-

cated order-systems become possible, which keep

successively modifying themselves and hence also

the computationaTprocesses that are likewise under
their control. In this way more complex processes

than mere iterations become possible. Although all

of this may sound far-fetched and complicated,

such methods are widely used and very important

in recent machine-computing—or, rather, compu-
tation-planning—practice.

Of course, the order-system—this means the

problem to be solved, the intention of the user—is

communicated to the machine by “loading” it into

the memory. This is usually done from a previously

prepared tape or some other similar medium.

MIXED FORMS OF CONTROL

The two modes of control described in the above

—

the plugged and the memory-stored—allow various

combinations, about which a few words may be

said.
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Consider a plugged control machine. Assume

that it possesses a memory of the type discussed in

connection with the memory-stored control ma-

chines. It is possible to describe the complete state

of its plugging by a sequence of digits (of suitable

length) . This sequence can be stored in the

memory; it is likely to occupy the space of several

numbers, i.e. several, say consecutive, memory
registers—in other words it will be found in a

number of consecutive addresses, of which the first

one may be termed its address, for short. The
memory may be loaded with several such se-

quences, representing several different plugging

schemes.

In addition to this, the machine may also have a

complete control of the memory-stored type. Aside

from the orders that go naturally with that system

(cf. above), it should also have orders of the follow-

ing types. First: an order that causes the plugged

set-up to be reset according to the digital sequence

stored at a specified memory address (cf. above).

Second: a system of orders which change specified

single items of plugging. (Note that both of these

provisions necessitate that the plugging be actually

effected by electrically controllable devices, i.e. by

electromechanical relays [cf. the earlier discus-

sion] or by vacuum tubes or by ferromagnetic

cores, or the like.) Third: an order which turns the

control of the machine from the memory-stored

regime to the plugged regime.

It is, of course, also necessary that the plugging

scheme be able to designate the memory-stored

control (presumably at a specified address) as the
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successor (or, in case of branching, as one succes-

sor) of a control sequence point.

Mixed Numerical Procedures

These remarks should suffice to give a picture of the

flexibility which is inherent in these control modes
and their combinations.

A further class of “mixed” machine types that

deserve mention is that where the analog and the

digital principles occur together. To be more exact:

This is a scheme where part of the machine is

analog, part is digital, and the two communicate
with each other (for numerical material) and are

subject to a common control. Alternatively, each

part may have its own control, in which case these

two controls must communicate with each other

(for logical material). This arrangement requires,

of course, organs that can convert a digitally given

number into an analogically given one, and con-

versely. The former means building up a con-

tinuous quantity from its digital expression, the

latter means measuring a continuous quantity and

expressing the result in digital form. Components

of various kinds that perform these two tasks are

well known, including fast electrical ones.

MIXED REPRESENTATIONS OF NUMBERS.
MACHINES BUILT ON THIS BASIS

Another significant class of “mixed” machine types

comprises those machines in which each step of
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the computing procedure (but, of course, not of the

logical procedure) combines analog and digital

principles. The simplest occurrence of this is when
each number is represented in a part analog, part

digital way. I will describe one such scheme, which

has occasionally figured in component and ma-
chine construction and planning, and in certain

types of communications, although no large-scale

machine has ever been based on its use.

In this system, which I shall call the “pulse

density” system, each number is expressed by a

sequence of successive electrical pulses (on a single

line), so that the length of this sequence is in-

different but the average density of the pulse

sequence (in time) is the number to be represented.

Of course, one must specify two time intervals £1,

£2 (£2 being considerably larger than £1), so that the

averaging in question must be applied to durations

lying between £1 and £2. The unit of the number in

question, when equated to this density, must be

specified. Occasionally, it is convenient to let the

density in question be equal not to the number
itself but to a suitable (fixed) monotone function

of it—e.g. the logarithm. (The purpose of this

latter device is to obtain a better resolution of this

representation when it is needed—when the

number is small—and a poorer one when it is

acceptable—when the number is large—and to

have all continuous shadings of this.)

It is possible to devise organs which apply the

four species of arithmetic to these numbers. Thus

when the densities represent the numbers them-

selves, addition can be effected by combining the
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two sequences. The other operations are somewhat
trickier—but adequate, and more or less elegant,

procedures exist there, too. I shall not discuss how
negative numbers, if needed, are represented—this

is easily handled by suitable tricks, too.

In order to have adequate precision, every

sequence must contain many pulses within each

time interval ti mentioned above. If, in the course

of the calculation, a number is desired to change,

the density of its sequence can be made to change

accordingly, provided that this process is slow com-

pared to the time interval tz mentioned above.

For this type of machine the sensing of numerical

conditions (e.g. for logical control purposes, cf.

above) may be quite tricky. However, there are

various devices which will convert such a number,

i.e. a density of pulses in time, into an analog

quantity. (E.g. the density of pulses, each of which

delivers a standard charge to a slowly leaking con-

denser [through a given resistance] will control

it to a reasonably constant voltage level and leak-

age current—both of which are usable analog

quantities.) These analog quantities can then be

used for logical control, as discussed previously.

After this description of the general principles

of the functioning and control of computing ma-
chines, I will go on to some remarks about their

actual use and the principles that govern it.

Precision

Let me, first, compare the use of analog machines

and of digital machines.
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Apart from all other considerations, the main
limitation of analog machines relates to precision.

Indeed, the precision of electrical analog machines

rarely exceeds 1 : 10 3

,
and even mechanical ones

(like the differential analyzer) achieve at best

1 :104
to 10 5

. Digital machines, on the other hand,

can achieve any desired precision; e.g. the twelve-

decimal machine referred to earlier (for the

reasons to be discussed further below, this is a

rather typical level of precision for a modern
digital machine) represents, of course, a precision

1 :1012
. Note also that increasing precision is much

easier in a digital that in an analog regime: To go

from 1 : 10 3
to 1 : 104 in a differential analyzer is

relatively simple; from 1 : 104
to 1 :10 5

is about the

best present technology can do; from 1 :10 5
to 1 :10 6

is (with present means) impossible. On the other

hand, to go from 1 :1012
to 1 :1013 in a digital

machine means merely adding one place to twelve;

this means usually no more than a relative increase

in equipment (not everywhere!) of T2 = 8.3 per

cent, and an equal loss in speed (not everywhere!)

—none of which is serious. The pulse density

system is comparable to the analog system; in fact

it is worse: the precision is intrinsically low. In-

deed, a precision of 1 :10 2 requires that there be

usually 10 2 pulses in the time interval ti (cf.

above)—i.e. the speed of the machine is reduced

by this fact alone by a factor of 100. Losses in

speed of this order are, as a rule, not easy to take,

and significantly larger ones would usually be

considered prohibitive.
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REASONS FOR THE HIGH (DIGITAL)

PRECISION REQUIREMENTS

However, at this point another question arises:

why are such extreme precisions (like the digital

1 : 1012

) at all necessary? Why are the typical

analog precisions (say 1 :10
4
), or even those of the

pulse density system (say 1:102

), not adequate?

In most problems of applied mathematics and engi-

neering the data are no better than 1 :10 3 or 1 :104
,

and often they do not even reach the level of 1 :10 2
,

and the answers are not required or meaningful

with higher precisions either. In chemistry, biology,

or economics, or in other practical matters, the

precision levels are usually even less exacting. It

has nevertheless been the uniform experience in

modern high speed computing that even precision

levels like 1 : 1

0

5 are inadequate for a large part of

important problems, and that digital machines

with precision levels like 1 :1010 and 1 :1012 are

fully justified in practice. The reasons for this sur-

prising phenomenon are interesting and significant.

They are connected with the inherent structure of

our present mathematical and numerical proce-

dures.

The characteristic fact regarding these proce-

dures is that when they are broken down into their

constituent elements, they turn out to be very long.

This holds for all problems that justify the use of

a fast computing machine—i.e. for all that have at

least a medium degree of complexity. The under-
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lying reason is that our present computational

methods call for analyzing all mathematical func-

tions into combinations of basic operations—and
this means usually the four species of arithmetic,

or something fairly comparable. Actually, most
functions can only be approximated in this way,
and this means in most cases quite long, possibly

iteratively defined, sequences of basic operations

(cf. above). In other words, the “arithmetical

depth” of the necessary operations is usually quite

great. Note that the “logical depth” is still greater,

and by a considerable factor—that is, if, e.g., the

four species of arithmetic are broken down into the

underlying logical steps (cf. above), each one of

them is a long logical chain by itself. However, I

need to consider here only the arithmetical depth.

Now if there are large numbers of arithmetical

operations, the errors occurring in each operation

are superposed. Since they are in the main
(although not entirely) random, it follows that if

there are TV operations, the error will not be in-

creased N times, but about V/V times. This by it-

self will not, as a rule, suffice to necessitate a step-

wise 1 :1012 precision for an over-all 1 :103
result (cf.

above) . For this to be so, 1/1

0

12 V/V ~ 1/10 3 would
be needed, i.e. N ~ 1018

, whereas even in the fastest

modern machines N gets hardly larger than 1010
.

(A machine that performs an arithmetical opera-

tion every 20 microseconds, and works on a single

problem 48 hours, represents a rather extreme case.

Yet even here only N ~ 1010
!) However, another

circumstance supervenes. The operations per-

formed in the course of the calculation may
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amplify errors that were introduced by earlier

operations. This can cover any numerical gulf very

quickly. The ratio used above, 1:10 s
to 1:1012

,
is

10 9

,
yet 425 successive operations each of which

increases an error by 5 per cent only, will account

for it! I will not attempt any detailed and realistic

estimate here, particularly because the art of com-

puting consists to no small degree of measures to

keep this effect down. The conclusion from a great

deal of experience has been, at any rate, that the

high precision levels referred to above are justified,

as soon as reasonably complicated problems are

met with.

Before leaving the immediate subject of comput-

ing machines, I will say a few things about their

speeds, sizes, and the like.

Characteristics of Modern Analog Machines

The order of magnitude of the number of basic-

operations organs in the largest existing analog

machines is one or two hundred. The nature of

these organs depends, of course, on the analog

process used. In the recent past they have tended

uniformly to be electrical or at least electro-

mechanical (the mechanical stage serving for en-

hanced precision, cf. above). Where an elaborate

logical control is provided (cf. above), this adds

to the system (like all logical control of this type)

certain typical digital action organs, like electro-
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mechanical relays or vacuum tubes (the latter

would, in this case, not be driven at extreme

speeds) . The numbers of these may go as high as

a few thousands. The investment represented by

such a machine may, in extreme cases, reach the

order of $1,000,000.

Characteristics of Modern Digital Machines

The organization of large digital machines is more

complex. They are made up of “active” organs and

of organs serving “memory” functions—I will in-

clude among the latter the “input” and “output”

organs, although this is not common practice.

The active organs are the following. First,

organs which perform the basic logical actions:

sense coincidences, combine stimuli, and possibly

sense anticoincidences (no more than this is neces-

sary, although sometimes organs for more complex

logical operations are also provided) . Second,

organs which regenerate pulses: restore their grad-

ually attrited energy, or simply lift them from the

energy level prevailing in one part of the machine

to another (higher) energy level prevailing in an-

other part (these two functions are called ampli-

fication)—which restore the desired (i.e. within

certain tolerances., standardized) pulse-shape and

timing. Note that the first-mentioned logical opera-

tions are the elements from which the arithmetical

ones are built up (cf . above)

.
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ACTIVE components; questions of speed

All these functions have been performed, in histori-

cal succession, by electromechanical relays, vacuum
tubes, crystal diodes, and ferromagnetic cores and
transistors (cf. above), or by various small circuits

involving these. The relays permitted achieving

speeds of about 10~2 seconds per elementary logical

action, the vacuum tubes permitted improving this

to the order of 10"5
to 10~6 seconds (in extreme

cases even one-half or one-quarter of the latter).

The last group, collectively known as solid-state

devices, came in on the 10"6 second (in some cases

a small multiple of this) level, and is likely to

extend the speed range to 10-7
seconds per elemen-

tary logical action, or better. Other devices, which
I will not discuss here, are likely to carry us still

farther—I expect that before another decade passes

we will have reached the level of 10~8
to 10"9

seconds.

NUMBER OF ACTIVE COMPONENTS REQUIRED

The number of active organs in a large modern
machine varies, according to type, from, say, 3,000

to, say, 30,000. Within this, the basic (arithmet-

ical operations are usually performed by one sub-

assembly (or, rather, by one, more or less merged,

group of subassemblies), the “arithmetical organ.”

In a large modern machine this organ consists.
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according to type, of approximately 300 to 2,000

active organs.

As will appear further below, certain aggregates

of active organs are used to perform some memory
functions. These comprise, typically., 200 to 2,000

active organs.

Finally the (properly) “memory” aggregates

(cf. below) require ancillary subassemblies of

active organs, to service and administer them. For

the fastest memory group that does not consist of

active organs (cf. below; in the terminology used

there, this is the second level of the memory
hierarchy), this function may require about 300

to 2,000 active organs. For all parts of the memory
together, the corresponding requirements of ancil-

lary active organs may amount to as much as 50

per cent of the entire machine.

MEMORY ORGANS ACCESS TIMES
AND MEMORY CAPACITIES

The memory organs belong to several different

classes. The characteristic by which they are classi-

fied is the “access time.” The access time is defined

as follows. First: the time required to store a

number which is already present in some other

part of the machine (usually in a register of active

organs, cf. below)—removing the number that the

memory organ may have been storing before.

Second: the time required to “repeat” the number
stored—upon “questioning”—to another part of

the machine, which can accept it (usually to a
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register of active organs, cf. below). It may be

convenient to distinguish between these two access

times (“in” and “out”), or to use a single one, the

larger of the two, or, possibly, their average. Also,

the access time may or may not vary from occasion

to occasion—if it does not depend on the memory
address, it is called “random access.” Even if it is

variable, a single value may be used, the maxi-

mum, or possibly the average, access time. (The

latter may, of course, depend on the statistical

properties of the problems to be solved.) At any

rate, I will use here, for the sake of simplicity, a

single access time.

MEMORY REGISTERS BUILT
FROM ACTIVE ORGANS

Memory registers can be built out of active organs

(cf. above). These have the shortest access time,

and are the most expensive. Such a register is, to-

gether with its access facilities, a circuit of at least

four vacuum tubes (or, alternatively, not signif-

icantly fewer solid state devices) per binary digit

(or for a sign), hence, at least four times the

number per decimal digit (cf. above). Thus the

twelve-decimal digit (and sign) number system,

referred to earlier, would normally require in these

terms a 196-tube register. On the other hand, such

registers have access times of one or two elemen-

tary reaction times—which is very fast when com-

pared to other possibilities (cf. below). Also,

several registers of this type can be integrated with
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certain economies in equipment; they are needed
in any case as “in” and “out” access organs for

other types of memories; one or two (in some
designs even three) of them are needed as parts of

the arithmetic organ. To sum up: in moderate
numbers they are more economical than one might
at first expect, and they are, to that extent, also

necessary as subordinate parts of other organs of

the machine. However, they do not seem to be

suited to furnish the large capacity memories that

are needed in nearly all large computing machines.

(This last observation applies only to modern
machines, i.e. those of the vacuum-tube epoch and
after. Before that, in relay machines—cf. above

—

relays were used as active organs, and relay regis-

ters were used as the main form of memory. Hence
the discussion that follows, too, is to be understood

as referring to modern machines only.)

THE HIERARCHIC PRINCIPLE
FOR MEMORY ORGANS

For these extensive memory capacities, then, other

types of memory must be used. At this point the

“hierarchy” principle of memory intervenes. The
significance of this principle is the following:

For its proper functioning—to solve the problems

for which it is intended—a machine may need a

capacity of a certain number, say N words, at a

certain access time, say t. Now it may be tech-

nologically difficult, or—which is the way in

which such difficulties usually manifest themselves
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—very expensive, to provide TV words with access

time t. However, it may not be necessary to have

all the TV words at this access time. It may well be

that a considerably smaller number, say TV', is

needed at the access time t. Furthermore, it may be

that—once TV' words at access time t are provided

—the entire capacity of TV words is only needed at

a longer access time t". Continuing in this direc-

tion, it may further happen that it is most econom-

ical to provide certain intermediate capacities in

addition to the above—capacities of fewer than TV

but more than TV' words, at access times which are

longer than t but shorter than t". The most general

scheme in this regard is to provide a sequence of

capacities TVi, TV2 , . . . , Nk-1, Nk and of access

times t.l, £2, . • • , tk-1, frc, so that these capacities

get more exacting and the access times less exact-

ing as a sequence progresses—i.e. TVi < TV2 < * * *

< TVfc-i < Nk and ti < U < • •
• < tk-1 < tk—so that

Ni words are required at access time ti for each

z = 1
,
2,

• •
•

, k — 1
,

A:. (In order to adjust this to

what was said previously, one must assume that

TVi = TV', ti = £, and TVzc = TV, tk = t".) In this

scheme, each value of i represents one level in the

hierarchy of memories, and the hierarchy has k

such levels.

MEMORY COMPONENTS; QUESTIONS OF ACCESS

In a large-scale, modern, high-speed computing

machine, a complete count of all levels of the

memory hierarchy will disclose at least three and

possibly four or five such levels.
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The first level always corresponds to the registers

mentioned above. Their number, TVi, is in almost

any machine design at least three and sometimes

higher—numbers as high as twenty have occasion-

ally been proposed. The access time, £1, is the basic

switching time of the machine (or possibly twice

that time)

.

The* next (second) level in the hierarchy is

always achieved with the help of specific memory
organs. These are different from the switching

organs used in the rest of the machine (and in the

first level of the hierarchy, cf. above) . The memory
organs now in use for this level usually have
memory capacities, 7V2 , ranging from a few thou-

sand words to as much as a few tens of thousands

(sizes of the latter kind are at present still in the

design stage) . The access time, £2, is usually five to

ten times longer than the one of the previous level,

ti. Further levels usually correspond to an increase

in memory capacity, /Vi, by some factor like 10 at

each step. The access times, fi, increase even faster,

but here other limiting and qualifying rules re-

garding the access time also intervene (cf. below).

A detailed discussion of this subject would call for

a degree of detail that does not seem warranted at

this time.

The fastest components, which are specifically

memory organs (i.e. not active organs, cf. above),

are certain electrostatic devices and magnetic core

arrays. The use of the latter seems to be definitely

on the ascendant, although other techniques (elec-

trostatic, ferro-electric, etc.), may also re-enter or

enter the picture. For the later levels of the
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memory hierarchy, magnetic drums and magnetic

tapes are at present mostly in use; magnetic discs

have been suggested and occasionally explored.

COMPLEXITIES OF THE CONCEPT
OF ACCESS TIME

The three last-mentioned devices are all subject to

special access rules and limitations: a magnetic

drum memory presents all its parts successively

and cyclically for access; the memory capacity of

a tape is practically unlimited, but it presents its

parts in a fixed linear succession, which can be

stopped and reversed when desired; all these

schemes can be combined with various arrange-

ments that provide for special synchronisms be-

tween the machines functioning and the fixed

memory sequences.

The very last stage of any memory hierarchy is

necessarily the outside world—that is, the outside

world as far as the machine is concerned, i.e. that

part of it with which the machine can directly

communicate, in other words the input and the

output organs of the machine. These are usually

punched paper tapes or cards, and on the output

side, of course, also printed paper. Sometimes a

magnetic tape is the ultimate input-output system

of the machine, and its translation onto a me-

dium that a human can directly use—i.e. punched

or printed paper—is performed apart from the

machine.

The following are some access times in absolute
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terms: For existing ferromagnetic core memories,

5 to 15 microseconds; for electrostatic memories,

8 to 20 microseconds; for magnetic drums, 2,500

to 20,000 rpm., i.e. a revolution per 24 to 3 milli-

seconds—in this time 1 to 2,000 words may get fed;

for magnetic tapes, speeds up to 70,000 lines per

second, i.e. a line in 14 microseconds; a word may
consist of 5 to 15 lines.

THE PRINCIPLE OF DIRECT ADDRESSING

All existing machines and memories use “direct

addressing,” which is to say that every word in the

memory has a numerical address of its own that

characterizes it and its position within the memory
(the total aggregate of all hierarchic levels)

uniquely. This numerical address is always ex-

plicitly specified when the memory word is to be

read or written. Sometimes not all parts of the

memory are accessible at the same time (cf. above;

there may also be multiple memories, not all of

which can be acceded to at the same time, with cer-

tain provisions for access priorities). In this case,

access to the memory depends on the general state

of the machine at the moment when access is re-

quested. Nevertheless, there is never any ambiguity

about the address, and the place it designates.
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Part 2. The Brain

The discussion up to this point has provided the

basis for the comparison that is the objective of this

work. I have described, in some detail, the nature

of modern computing machines and the broad

alternative principles around which they can be

organized. It is now possible to pass on to the other

term of the comparison, the human nervous

system. I will discuss the points of similarity and
dissimilarity between these two kinds of “auto-

mata.” Bringing out the elements of similarity

leads over well-known territory. There are ele-

ments of dissimilarity, too, not only in rather ob-

vious respects of size and speed but also in certain

much deeper-lying areas: These involve the prin-

ciples of functioning and control, of over-all organ-

ization, etc. My primary aim is to develop some of

these. However, in order to appreciate them prop-

erly, a juxtaposition and combination with the

points of similarity, as well as with those of more
superficial dissimilarity (size, speed; cf. above) are

also required. Hence the discussion must place

considerable emphasis on these, too.

Simplified Description of the Function of the Neuron

The most immediate observation regarding the

nervous system is that its functioning is prima
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facie digital. It is necessary to discuss this fact, and

the structures and functions on which its assertion

is based, somewhat more fully.

The basic component of this system is the nerve

cell
,
the neuron

,
and the normal function of a

neuron is to generate and to propagate a nerve

impulse. This impulse is a rather complex process,

which has a variety of aspects—electrical, chem-

ical, and mechanical. It seems, nevertheless, to be

a reasonably uniquely defined process, i.e. nearly

the same under all conditions; it represents an es-

sentially reproducible, unitary response to a rather

wide variety of stimuli.

Let me discuss this—i.e. those aspects of the

nerve impulse that seem to be the relevant ones in

the present context—in somewhat more detail.

The Nature of the Nerve Impulse

The nerve cell consists of a body from which orig-

inate, directly or indirectly, one or more branches.

Such a branch is called an axon of the cell. The
nerve impulse is a continuous change, propagated

—usually at a fixed speed, which may, however,

be a function of the nerve cell involved—along the

(or rather, along each) axon. As mentioned above,

this condition can be viewed under multiple

aspects. One of its characteristics is certainly that

it is an electrical disturbance; in fact, it is most

frequently described as being just that. This dis-

turbance is usually an electrical potential of some-

thing like 50 millivolts and of about a millisecond’s
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duration. Concurrently with this electrical disturb-

ance there also occur chemical changes along the

axon. Thus, in the area of the axon over which the

pulse-potential is passing, the ionic constitution of

the intracellular fluid changes, and so do the elec-

trical-chemical properties (conductivity, permea-

bility) of the wall of the axon, the membrane. At

the endings of the axon the chemical character of

the change is even more obvious; there, specific

and characteristic substances make their appear-

ance when the pulse arrives. Finally, there are

probably mechanical changes as well. Indeed, it is

very likely that the changes of the various ionic

permeabilities of the cell membrane (cf. above)

can come about only by reorientation of its mole-

cules, i.e. by mechanical changes involving the

relative positions of these constituents.

It should be added that all these changes are

reversible. In other words, when the impulse has

passed, all conditions along the axon, and all its

constituent parts, resume their original states.

Since all these effects occur on a molecular scale

—the thickness of the cell membrane is of the

order of a few tenth-microns (i.e. 10~5 cm.), which

is a molecular dimension for the large organic

molecules that are involved here—the above dis-

tinctions between electrical, chemical, and me-

chanical effects are not so definite as it might first

appear. Indeed, on the molecular scale there are

no sharp distinctions between all these kinds of

changes: every chemical change is induced by a

change in intramolecular forces which determine

changed relative positions of the molecules, i.e. it is
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mechanically induced. Furthermore, every such

intramolecular mechanical change alters the

electrical properties of the molecule involved, and
therefore induces changed electrical properties and
changed relative electrical potential levels. To sum
up: on the usual (macroscopic) scale, electrical,

chemical, and mechanical processes represent alter-

natives between which sharp distinctions can be

maintained. However, on the near-molecule level

of the nerve membrane, all these aspects tend to

merge. It is, therefore, not surprising that the nerve

impulse turns out to be a phenomenon which can

be viewed under any one of them.

THE PROCESS OF STIMULATION

As I mentioned before, the fully developed nerve

impulses are comparable, no matter how induced.

Because their character is not an unambiguously de-

fined one (it may be viewed electrically as well as

chemically, cf. above), its induction, too, can be

alternatively attributed to electrical or to chemical

causes. Within the nervous system, however, it is

mostly due to one or more other nerve impulses.

Under such conditions, the process of its induction

—the stimulation of a nerve impulse—may or may
not succeed. If it fails, a passing disturbance arises

at first, but after a few milliseconds, this dies out.

Then no disturbances propagate along the axon.

If it succeeds, the disturbance very soon assumes a

(nearly) standard form, and in this form it spreads

along the axon. That is to say, as mentioned above,
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a standard nerve impulse will then move along the

axon, and its appearance will be reasonably inde-

pendent of the details of the process that induced it.

The stimulation of the nerve impulse occurs

normally in or near the body of the nerve cell. Its

propagation, as discussed above, occurs along the

axon.

THE MECHANISM OF STIMULATING PULSES BY
pulses; its digital character

I can now return to the digital character of this

mechanism. The nervous pulses can clearly be

viewed as (two-valued) markers, in the sense dis-

cussed previously: the absence of a pulse then

represents one value (say, the binary digit 0), and

the presence of one represents the other (say, the

binary digit 1 ) . This must, of course, be interpreted

as an occurrence on a specific axon (or, rather, on

all the axons of a specific neuron), and possibly in

a specific time relation to other events. It is, then,

to be interpreted as a marker (a binary digit 0 or

1 ) in a specific, logical role.

As mentioned above, pulses (which appear on

the axons of a given neuron) are usually stimu-

lated by other pulses that are impinging on the

body of the neuron. This stimulation is, as a rule,

conditional, i.e. only certain combinations and

synchronisms of such primary pulses stimulate

the secondary pulse in question—all others will

fail to so stimulate. That is, the neuron is an organ

which accepts and emits definite physical entities,
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the pulses. Upon receipt of pulses in certain com-
binations and synchronisms it will be stimulated
to emit a pulse of its own, otherwise it will not
emit. The rules which describe to which groups of

pulses it will so respond are the rules that govern
it as an active organ.

This is clearly the description of the functioning
of an organ in a digital machine, and of the way in

which the role and function of a digital organ has
to be characterized. It therefore justifies the orig-

inal assertion, that the nervous system has a prima
facie digital character.

Let me add a few words regarding the qualify-

ing “prima facie.” The above description contains

some idealizations and simplifications, which will

be discussed subsequently. Once these are taken
into account, the digital character no longer stands

out quite so clearly and unequivocally. Neverthe-
less, the traits emphasized in the above are the pri-

marily conspicuous ones. It seems proper, therefore,

to begin the discussion as I did here, by stressing

the digital character of the nervous system.

TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF NERVE RESPONSE,
FATIGUE, AND RECOVERY

Before going into this, however, some orienting re-

marks on the size, energy requirements, and speed
of the nerve cell are in order. These will be particu-

larly illuminating when stated in terms of com-
parisons with the main “artificial” competitors:

The typical active organs of modern logical and
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computing machines. These are, of course, the

vacuum tube and (more recently) the transistor.

I stated above that the stimulation of the nerve

cell occurs normally on or near its body. Actually,

a perfectly normal stimulation is possible along an

axon, too. That is, an adequate electrical potential

or a suitable chemical stimulant in adequate con-

centration, when applied at a point of the axon,

will start there a disturbance which soon develops

into a standard pulse, traveling both up and down
the axon, from the point stimulated. Indeed, the

“usual” stimulation described above mostly takes

place on a set of branches extending from the body

of the cell for a short distance, which, apart from

their smaller dimensions, are essentially axons

themselves, and it propagates from these to the

body of the nerve cell (and then to the regular

axons) . By the way, these stimulation-receptors are

called dendrites . The normal stimulation, when it

comes from another pulse (or pulses) emanates

from a special ending of the axon (or axons) that

propagated the pulse in question. This ending is

called a synapse. (Whether a pulse can stimulate

only through a synapse, or whether, in traveling

along an axon, it can stimulate directly another,

exceptionally close-lying axon, is a question that

need not be discussed here. The appearances are in

favor of assuming that such a short-circuited proc-

ess is possible.) The time of trans-synaptic stimu-

lation amounts to a few times 10“4 seconds, this

time being defined as the duration between the

arrival of a pulse at a synapse and the appearance

of the stimulated pulse on the nearest point of an
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axon of the stimulated neuron. However, this is not 1

the most significant way to define the reaction time

of a neuron, when viewed as an active organ in a

logical machine. The reason for this is that imme-
diately after the stimulated pulse has become evi-

dent, the stimulated neuron has not yet reverted to

its original, prestimulation condition. It is fatigued,

i.e. it could not immediately accept stimulation by
another pulse and respond in the standard way.

From the point of view of machine economy, it is a

more important measure of speed to state after how
much time a stimulation that induced a standard

response can be followed by another stimulation

that will also induce a standard response. This

duration is about 1.5 times 10~2 seconds. It is clear

from these figures that only one or two per cent of

this time is needed for the actual trans-synaptic

stimulation, the remainder representing recovery

time, during which the neuron returns from its

fatigued, immediate post-stimulation condition to

its normal, prestimulation one. It should be noted

that this recovery from fatigue is a gradual one

—

already at a certain earlier time (after about .5

times 10"2 seconds) the neuron can respond in a

nonstandard way, namely it will produce a stand-

ard pulse, but only in response to a stimulus which
is significantly stronger than the one needed under

standard conditions. This circumstance has some-

what broad significance, and I will come back to it

later on.

Thus the reaction time of a neuron is, depending

on how one defines it, somewhere between 10“4 and
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10~2 seconds, but the more significant definition is

the latter one. Compared to this, modern vacuum
tubes and transistors can be used in large logical

machines at reaction times between 10~6 and 10~7

seconds. (Of course, I am allowing here, too, for

the complete recovery time; the organ in question

is, after this duration, back to its prestimulation

condition.) That is, our artifacts are, in this regard,

well ahead of the corresponding natural compo-

nents, by factors like 104
to 10 5

.

With respect to size, matters have a rather dif-

ferent aspect. There are various ways to evaluate

size, and it is best to take these up one by one.

SIZE OF A NEURON. COMPARISONS WITH
ARTIFICIAL COMPONENTS

The linear size of a neuron varies widely from one

nerve cell to the other, since some of these cells are

contained in closely integrated large aggregates

and have, therefore, very short axons, while others

conduct pulses between rather remote parts of the

body and may, therefore, have linear extensions

comparable to those of the entire human body. One

way to obtain an unambiguous and significant com-

parison is to compare the logically active part of

the nerve cell with that of a vacuum tube, or tran-

sistor. For the former this is the cell membrane,

whose thickness as mentioned before is of the order

of a few times 10~5 cm. For the latter it is as fol-

lows: in the case of the vacuum tube, it is the grid-
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to-cathode distance, which varies from 10
_1

to a few

times 10“2 cm.; in the case of the transistor, it is the

distance between the so-called “whisker electrodes”

(the non-ohmic electrodes—the “emitter” and the

“control-electrode”), about 3 folded in order to ac-

count for the immediate, active environment of

these subcomponents, and this amounts to some-

what less than 10'2 cm. Thus, with regard to linear

size, the natural components seem to lead our arti-

facts by a factor like 10 3
.

Next, a comparison with respect to volume is

possible. The central nervous system occupies a

space of the order magnitude of a liter (in the

brain), i.e. of 10 3 cm. 3 The number of neurons con-

tained in this system is usually estimated to be of

the order of 1010
,
or somewhat higher. This would

allow about lCk7 cm. 3 per neuron.

The density with which vacuum tubes or tran-

sistors can be packed can also be estimated—al-

though not with absolute unambiguity. It seems

clear that this packing density is (on either side of

the comparison) a better measure of size efficiency

than the actual volume of a single component.

With present-day techniques, aggregates of a few

thousand vacuum tubes will certainly occupy sev-

eral times 10 ft.
3

;
for transistors the same may be

achieved, in something like one, or a few, ft.
3 Using

the figure of the latter order as a measure of the

best that can be done today, one obtains something

like 10 5 cm. 3 for a few times 10 3 active organs, i.e.

about 10 to 10 2 cm. 3 per active organ. Thus the nat-

ural components lead the artificial ones with re-

spect to volume requirements by factors like 10 8
to

109
. In comparing this with the estimates for the
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linear size, it is probably best to consider the linear

size-factor as being on one footing with the cube

root of the volume-factor. The cube root of the

above 108
to 10 9

is .5 to 1 times 10 3
. This is in good

accord with the 103 arrived at above by a direct

method.

ENERGY DISSIPATION. COMPARISONS WITH
ARTIFICIAL COMPONENTS

Finally, a comparison can be made with respect

to energy consumption. An active logical organ

does not, by its nature, do any work: the stim-

ulated pulse that it produces need not have more

energy than the prorated fraction of the pulses

which stimulate it—and in any case there is

no intrinsic and necessary relationship between

these energies. Consequently, the energy involved

is almost entirely dissipated, i.e. converted into

heat without doing relevant mechanical work. Thus

the energy consumed is actually energy dissipated,

and one might as well talk about the energy dissi-

pation of such organs.

The energy dissipation in the human central

nervous system (in the brain) is of the order of 10

watts. Since, as pointed out above, the order of 1010

neurons are involved here, this means a dissipation

of 10"9 watts per neuron. The typical dissipation of

a vacuum tube is of the order of 5 to 10 watts. The
typical dissipation of a transistor may be as little

as 10"1 watts. Thus the natural components lead the

artificial ones with respect to dissipation by factors

like 108
to 109—the same factors that appeared

above with respect to volume requirements.
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Summing up all of this, it appears that the relevant

comparison-factor with regard to size is about 10 s

to 109 in favor of the natural componentry versus the

artificial one. This factor is obtained from the cube

of a linear comparison, as well as by a volume-

comparison and an energy-dissipation comparison.

Against this there is a factor of about 10 4
to 105 on

speed in favor of the artificial componentry versus

the natural one.

On these quantitative evaluations certain conclu-

sions can be based. It must be remembered, of

course, that the discussion is still moving very near

to the surface, so that conclusions arrived at at this

stage are very much subject to revision in the light

of the further progress of the discussion. It seems

nevertheless worth while to formulate certain con-

clusions at this point. They are the following ones.

First: in terms of the number of actions that can

be performed by active organs of the same total

size (defined by volume or by energy dissipation)

in the same interval, the natural componentry is a

factor 104 ahead of the artificial one. This is the

quotient of the two factors obtained above, i.e. of

10 s
to 109 by 104

to 10 5
.

Second: the same factors show that the natural

componentry favors automata with more, but

slower, organs, while the artificial one favors the

reverse arrangement of fewer, but faster, organs.

Hence it is to be expected that an efficiently organ-
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ized large natural automation (like the human
nervous system) will tend to pick up as many logi-

cal (or informational) items as possible simultane-

ously, and process them simultaneously, while an

efficiently organized large artificial automaton (like

a large modern computing machine) will be more
likely to do things successively—one thing at a

time, or at any rate not so many things at a time.

That is, large and efficient natural automata are

likely to be highly parallel
,
while large and effi-

cient artificial automata will tend to be less so, and

rather to be serial. (Cf. some earlier remarks on

parallel versus serial arrangements.)

Third: it should be noted, however, that parallel

and serial operation are not unrestrictedly substi-

tutable for each other—as would be required to

make the first remark above completely valid, with

its simple scheme of dividing the size-advantage

factor by the speed-disadvantage factor in order to

get a single (efficiency) “figure of merit.” More
specifically, not everything serial can be immedi-

ately paralleled—certain operations can only be

performed after certain others, and not simultane-

ously with them (i.e. they must use the results of

the latter). In such a case, the transition from a

serial scheme to a parallel one may be impossible,

or it may be possible but only concurrently with a

change in the logical approach and organization of

the procedure. Conversely, the desire to serialize a

parallel procedure may impose new requirements

on the automaton. Specifically, it will almost al-

ways create new memory requirements, since the

results of the operations that are performed first
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must be stored while the operations that come after

these are performed. Hence the logical approach

and structure in natural automata may be expected

to differ widely from those in artificial automata.

Also, it is likely that the memory requirements of

the latter will turn out to be systematically more
severe than those of the former.

All these viewpoints will reappear in the discus-

sions that are to follow.

Stimulation Criteria

THE SIMPLEST ELEMENTARY LOGICAL

I can now turn to the discussion of the idealizations

and simplifications contained in the description of

nerve-action as it was given further above. I

pointed out there that these existed and that their

implications are not at all trivial to evaluate.

As pointed out before, the normal output of a

neuron is the standard nerve pulse. This can be in-

duced by various forms of stimulation, including

the arrival of one or more pulses from other neu-

rons. Other possible stimulators are phenomena in

the outside world to which a particular neuron is

specifically sensitive (light, sound, pressure, tem-

perature), and physical and chemical changes

within the organism at the point where the neuron
is situated. I will begin by considering the first-

mentioned form of stimulation—that by other

nerve pulses.

I observed before that this particular mechanism
—the stimulation of nerve pulses by suitable com-
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binations of other nerve pulses—makes the neuron

comparable to the typical basic, digital, active

organ. To elaborate this further: if a neuron is con-

tacted (by way of their synapses) by the axons of

two other neurons, and if its minimum stimulation

requirement (in order to evoke a response pulse)

is that of two (simultaneous) incoming pulses, then

this neuron is in fact an “and” organ: it performs

the logical operation of conjunction (verbalized by
“and”), since it responds only when both its stim-

ulators are (simultaneously) active. If, on the other

hand, the minimum requirement is merely the ar-

rival (at least) of one pulse, the neuron is an “or”

organ—i.e. it performs the logical operation of dis-

junction (verbalized by “or”), since it responds

when either of its two stimulators is active.

“And” and “or” are the basic operations of logic.

Together with “no” (the logical operation of nega-

tion) they are a complete set of basic logical oper-

ations—all other logical operations, no matter how
complex, can be obtained by suitable combinations

of these. I will not discuss here how neurons can

simulate the operation “no” too, or by what tricks

the use of this operation can be avoided altogether.

The above should suffice to make clear what I have
already emphasized earlier, that the neurons ap-

pear, when thus viewed, as the basic logical organs

—and hence also as the basic digital organs.

MORE COMPLICATED STIMULATION CRITERIA

This, however, is a simplification and idealization

of reality. The actual neurons are, as a rule, not so
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simply organized with respect to their position in

the system.

Some neurons do indeed have only one or two

—

or at any rate a few, easily enumerated—synapses

of other neurons on their body. However, the more
frequent situation is that the body of a neuron has

synapses with axons of many other neurons. It even

appears that, occasionally, several axons from one

neuron form synapses on another. Thus the possible

stimulators are many, and the patterns of stimula-

tion that may be effective have more complicated

definitions than the simple “and” and “or” schemes

described above. If there are many synapses on a

single nerve cell, the simplest rule of behavior for

the latter will be to respond only when it receives

a certain minimum number of (simultaneous)

nerve pulses (or more). However, there is some
plausibility in assuming that things can, in reality,

be even more complicated than this. It may well be

that certain nerve pulse combinations will stimu-

late a given neuron not simply by virtue of their

number but also by virtue of the spatial relations of

the synapses to which they arrive. That is, one may
have to face situations in which there are, say, hun-
dreds of synapses on a single nerve cell, and the

combinations of stimulations on these that are ef-

fective (that generate a response pulse in the last-

mentioned neuron) are characterized not only by
their number but also by their coverage of certain

special regions on that neuron (on its body or on
its dendrite system, cf. above)

,
by the spatial rela-

tions of such regions to each other, and by
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more complicated quantitative and geometrical re-

lationships that might be relevant.

THE THRESHOLD

If the criterion of effectiveness of stimulation is the

simplest one mentioned above: the (simultaneous)

presence of a minimum number of stimulating

pulses, this minimum-required stimulation is called

the threshold of the neuron in question. It is custom-

ary to talk of the stimulation requirements of a

given neuron in terms of this criterion, i.e. of its

threshold. It must be remembered, however, that it

is by no means established that the stimulation re-

quirement has this simple character—it may turn

around much more complicated relationships than

the mere attainment of a threshold (i.e. of a mini-

mum number of simultaneous stimulations), as

discussed above.

THE SUMMATION TIME

Apart from these, the properties of a neuron may
exhibit other complexities which are not described

by the mere stimulus-response relationship in terms

of standard nerve pulses.

Thus wherever “simultaneity” is mentioned in

the above, it cannot and does not mean actual,

exact simultaneity. In each case there is a finite

period of grace, a summation time,
such that two
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pulses arriving within such a time period still act

as if they had been simultaneous. Actually, things

may be even more complicated than this—the sum-
mation time may not be a sharp concept. Even after

a slightly longer time, the previous pulse may still

be summed to the subsequent one, to a gradually

decreasing, partial extent; sequences of pulses, fur-

ther apart (within limits) than the summation
time might, by virtue of their length, have more
than the individual effect; various superpositions of

the phenomena of fatigue and recovery may put a

neuron into abnormal states, i.e. such where its re-

sponse characteristics are different from what they

are in the standard condition. On all these matters

certain (more or less incomplete) bodies of obser-

vation exist, and they all indicate that the indi-

vidual neuron may be—at least in suitable special

situations—a much more complicated mechanism
than the dogmatic description in terms of stimulus-

response, following the simple patterns of elemen-

tary logical operations, can express.

STIMULATION CRITERIA FOR RECEPTORS

Only a few things need be said (in the particular,

present context) about the stimulation of neurons

by factors other than the outputs (nerve pulses) of

other neurons. As discussed earlier, such factors are

phenomena in the outside world (i.e. on the sur-

face of the organism) to which the neuron in ques-

tion is specifically sensitive (light, sound, pressure,

temperature) and also physical and chemical
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changes within the organism at the point where

the neuron is situated. Neurons whose organiza-

tional function is to respond to the first class of

stimuli are commonly called receptors . However,

it may be better to call all neurons which are or-

ganizationally meant to respond to stimuli other

than nerve pulses receptors
,
and discriminate be-

tween the first and the second category by specify-

ing them as external or internal receptors.

With respect to all of these, the question of a

stimulation criterion again arises—of a criterion

defining under what conditions stimulation of a

nerve pulse will take place.

The simplest stimulation criterion is again one

that can be stated in terms qf a threshold—just as

it was in the previously considered case of the stim-

ulation of a neuron by nerve pulses. This means

that the criterion of effectiveness of stimulation can

be stated in terms of a minimum intensity of the

stimulating agent—i.e. a minimum intensity of

illumination, of sonic energy contained in a certain

frequency interval, of overpressure, of rise in tem-

perature, respectively, for an external receptor; or

a minimum change in the concentration of the crit-

ical chemical agent, or a minimum change in the

value of the relevant physical parameter, in the

case of an internal receptor.

It should be noted, however, that the threshold-

type stimulation criterion is not the only possible

one. Thus in the optical case, it appears that many
of the neurons involved respond to a change of

illumination (in some cases from light to dark, in

others from dark to light), rather than to the at-
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tainment of a specific level of illumination. It could

be that these are reactions not of a single neuron
but of the neuronic output of more complicated

neuron systems. I will not go into this question

here. It suffices to observe that the available evi-

dence tends to indicate that in the case of receptors,

too, the threshold-type stimulation criterion is not

the only one used in the nervous system.

Let me, then, repeat the above-mentioned, typi-

cal example. It is well known that in the optic

nerve certain fibers respond not to any particular

(minimum) level of illumation but only to changes
of this level, e.g. in certain fibers it is the passage

from darkness to light, in others, the passage from
light to darkness which causes responses. In other

words, it is increases or decreases of the level in

question, i.e. the size of its derivative and not its

own size, which furnish the stimulation criterion.

It would appear to be proper now to say a few
things about the role of these “complexities” of the

nervous system in its functional structure and its

functioning. For one thing, it is quite conceivable

that these complexities play no useful functional

role at all. It is, however, more interesting to point

out that they might conceivably have such roles

and that a few things can be said about these pos-

sibilities.

It is conceivable that in the essentially digitally-)

organized nervous system the complexities referred

to play an analog or at least a “mixed” role. It has
j

been suggested that by such mechanisms more
recondite over-all electrical effects might influence

the functioning of the nervous system. It could be
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that in this way certain general electrical potentials

play an important role and that the system re-

sponds to the solutions of potential theoretical prob-

lems in toto, problems which are less immediate

and elementary than what one normally describes

by the digital criteria, stimulation criteria, etc.

Since the character of the nervous system neverthe-

less probably is primarily digital, such effects, if

real, would probably interact with digital effects,

i.e. it would be a question of a “mixed system”

rather than of a genuine analog one. Speculations

in these directions have been indulged in by several

authors; it seems quite adequate to refer with re-

spect to them to the general literature. I will not

discuss them any further, in specific terms, here.

It should be said, however, that all complications

of this type mean, in terms of the counting of basic

active organs as we have practiced it so far, that a

nerve cell is more than a single basic active organ,

and that any significant effort at counting has to

recognize this. Obviously, even the more compli-

cated stimulation criteria have this effect. If the

nerve cell is activated by the stimulation of certain

combinations of synapses on its body and not by
others, then the significant count of basic active

organs must presumably be a count of synapses

rather than of nerve cells. If the situation is further

refined by the appearance of the “mixed” phe-

nomena referred to above, these counts get even

more difficult. Already the necessity of replacing

the nerve cell count by a synapsis count may in-

crease the number of basic active organs by a con-

siderable factor, like 10 to 100. This, and similar
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circumstances, ought to be borne in mind in con-

nection with the basic active organ counts referred

to so far.

Thus all the complexities referred to here may-

be irrelevant, but they may also endow the system

with a (partial) analog character, or with a

“mixed” character. In any case, they increase the

count of basic active organs, if this count is to be

effected by any significant criteria. This increment

may well be by a factor like 10 to 100.

The Problem of Memory within

the Nervous System

The discussions up to this point have not taken into

account a component whose presence in the nervous

system is highly plausible, if not certain—if for no

other reason than that it has played a vital role in

all artificial computing machines constructed to

date, and its significance is, therefore, probably a

matter of principle rather than of accident. I mean
the memory. I will, therefore, turn now to the dis-

cussion of this component, or rather subassembly,

of the nervous system.

As stated above., the presence of a memory—or,

not improbably, of several memories—within the

nervous system is a matter of surmise and postula-

tion, but one that all our experience with artificial

computing automata suggests and confirms. It is

just as well to admit right at the start that all phys-

ical assertions about the nature, embodiment, and
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location of this subassembly, or subassemblies, are

equally hypothetical. We do not know where in the

physically viewed nervous system a memory re-

sides; we do not know whether it is a separate

organ or a collection of specific parts of other al-

ready known organs, etc. It may well be residing in

a system of specific nerves, which would then have

to be a rather large system. It may well have some-

thing to do with the genetic mechanism of the

body. We are as ignorant of its nature and position

as were the Greeks, who suspected the location of

the mind in the diaphragm. The only thing we
know is that it must be a rather large-capacity

memory, and that it is hard to see how a compli-

cated automaton like the human nervous system

could do without one.

PRINCIPLES FOR ESTIMATING THE CAPACITY
OF THE MEMORY IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

Let me now say a few words about the probable

capacity of this memory.
In artificial automata, like computing machines,

there are fairly well agreed on, standard ways to

assign a “capacity” to a memory, and it would ap-

pear to be reasonable to extend these to the nervous

system as well. A memory can retain a certain

maximum amount of information, and information

can always be converted into an aggregation of

binary digits, “bits.” Thus a memory which can

hold a thousand eight-place decimal numbers
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would have to be assigned a capacity of 1,000 X
8 X 3.32 bits, since a decimal digit is the equiv-

alent of approximately log2 10 ~ 3.32 bits (the rea-

sons for this method of bookkeeping have been es-

tablished in the classical works on information

theory by G. E. Shannon and others) . It is indeed

clear that 3 decimal digits must be the equivalent

of about 10 bits, since 210 = 1,024 is approximately

equal to 10 3 = 1,000. (In this way, a decimal digit

corresponds approximately to -V°- ~ 3.33 bits.) Thus
the above capacity count gives the result of 2.66 X
104

bits. By a similar argument, the information

capacity represented by a letter of the printed or

typewritten alphabet—one such letter being a 2 X
26 + 35 = 88-way alternative (the 2 representing

the possibility of its being upper or lower case, the

26 the number of letters of the alphabet, and
the 35 the usual number of punctuation marks,

numerical symbols, and intervals, which are, of

course, also relevant in this context)—has to be

evaluated at log2 88 ~ 6.45. Hence, e.g., a memory
which can hold a thousand such letters has a ca-

pacity of 6,450 = 6.45 X 103
bits. In the same

order of ideas, memory capacities corresponding to

more complicated forms of information, like geo-

metrical shapes (of course, given with a certain

specified degree of precision and resolution), color

nuances (with the same qualifications as above),

etc. can also be expressed in terms of standard units,

i.e. bits. Memories which hold combinations of all

these can then be attributed capacities resulting

from the ones arrived at in conformity with the

above principles, simply by addition.
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MEMORY CAPACITY ESTIMATES WITH
THESE STIPULATIONS

The memory capacity required for a modern com-

puting machine is usually of the order of 10 5
to 106

bits. The memory capacities to be surmised as nec-

essary for the functioning of the nervous system

would seem to have to be a good deal larger than

this, since the nervous system as such was seen

above to be a considerably larger automaton than

the artificial automata (e.g. computing machines)

that we know. By how much the surmised memory
capacity should transcend the above-quoted figure

of 105
to 10 6

is hard to tell. However, certain rough

orienting estimates can, nevertheless, be arrived at.

Thus the standard receptor would seem to accept

about 14 distinct digital impressions per second,

which can probably be reckoned as the same num-
ber of bits. Allowing 1010 nerve cells, assuming that

each one of them is under suitable conditions es-

sentially an (inner or outer) receptor, a total input

of 14 X 1010
bits per second results. Assuming fur-

ther, for which there is some evidence, that there is

no true forgetting in the nervous system—that im-

pressions once received may be removed from the

important area of nervous activity, i.e. from the

center of attention, but not truly erased—an esti-

mate for the entirety of a normal human lifetime

can be made. Putting the latter equal to, say, 60

years ^ 2 X 109 seconds, the input over an entire

lifetime, i.e. with the above stipulations, the total
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required memory capacity would turn out to be

14 X 1010 X 2 X 109 = 2.8 X 1020
bits. This is

larger than the figure of 10 5
to 10 6

, recognized as

typically valid for a modern computing machine,

but the excess of this number over its computing

machine equivalent would not seem to be unreason-

ably larger than the corresponding excess that we
have already observed earlier for the respective

numbers of basic active organs.

VARIOUS POSSIBLE PHYSICAL
EMBODIMENTS OF THE MEMORY

The question of the physical embodiment of this

memory remains. For this, various authors have

suggested a variety of solutions. It has been pro-

posed to assume that the thresholds—or, more
broadly stated, the stimulation criteria—for various

nerve cells change with time as functions of the

previous history of that cell. Thus frequent use of

a nerve cell might lower its threshold, i.e. ease the

requirements of its stimulation, and the like. If

this were true, the memory would reside in the

variability of the stimulation criteria. It is certainly

a possibility, but I will not attempt to discuss it

here.

A still more drastic embodiment of the same idea

would be achieved by assuming that the very con-

nections of the nerve cells, i.e. the distribution of

conducting axons, vary with time. This would

mean that the following state of things could exist.

Conceivably, persistent disuse of an axon might
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make it ineffective for later use. On the other hand,

very frequent (more than normal) use might give

the connection that it represents a lower threshold

(a facilitated stimulation criterion) over that par-

ticular path. In this case, again, certain parts of the

nervous system would be variable in time and with

previous history and would, thus, in and by them-

selves represent a memory.
Another form of memory, which is obviously

present, is the genetic part of the body: the

chromosomes and their constituent genes are clearly

memory elements which by their state affect, and

to a certain extent determine, the functioning of

the entire system. Thus there is a possibility of a

genetic memory system also.

There are still other forms of memory, some of

which have a not inconsiderable plausibility. Thus

some traits of the chemical composition of certain

areas in the body might be self-perpetuating and

also, therefore, possible memory elements. One

should consider, then, such types of memory if one

considers the genetic memory system, since the self-

perpetuating properties residing in the genes can

apparently also locate themselves outside the genes,

in the remaining portions of the cell.

I will not go into all these possibilities and many
others one could consider with equal—or, in some

cases, even greater—plausibility. I would like to

limit myself here to the remark that even without

locating the memory in specific sets of nerve cells,

a wide variety of physical embodiments of various

degrees of plausibility can be—and have been

—

suggested for it.
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ANALOGIES WITH ARTIFICIAL
COMPUTING MACHINES

Lastly, I would like to mention that systems of

nerve cells, which stimulate each other in various

possible cyclical ways, also constitute memories.

These would be memories made up of active ele-

ments (nerve cells). In our computing machine
technology such memories are in frequent and sig-

nificant use; in fact, these were actually the first

ones to be introduced. In vacuum-tube machines

the “flip-flops,” i.e. pairs of vacuum tubes that are

mutually gating and controlling each other, repre-

sent this type. Transistor technology, as well as

practically every other form of high-speed elec-

tronic technology, permit and indeed call for the

use of flip-floplike subassemblies, and these can be

used as memory elements in the same way that the

flip-flops were in the early vacuum-tube computing
machines.

THE UNDERLYING COMPONENTRY OF THE
MEMORY NEED NOT BE THE SAME AS THAT
OF THE BASIC ACTIVE ORGANS

It must be noted, however, that it is a priori un-

likely that the nervous system should use such de-

vices as the main vehicles for its memory re-

quirements; such memories, most characteristically

designated as “memories made up from basic ac-
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tive organs,” are, in every sense that matters, ex-

tremely expensive. Modern computing machine

technology started out with such arrangements

—

thus the first large-scale vacuum tube computing

machine, the eniac, relied for its primary (i.e.

fastest and most directly available) memory on

flip-flops exclusively. However, the eniac had a

very large size (22,000 vacuum tubes) and by
present-day standards a very small, primary mem-
ory (consisting of a few dozens of ten-digit decimal

numbers only). Note that the latter amounts to

something like a few hundred bits—certainly less

than 10s
. In present-day computing machines the

proper balance between machine size and memory
capacity (cf. above) is generally held to lie around

something like 104 basic active elements, and a

memory capacity of 10 5
to 106

bits. This is achieved

by using forms of memory which are technologi-

cally entirely different from the basic active organs

of the machine. Thus a vacuum tube or transistor

machine might have a memory residing in an elec-

trostatic system (a cathode ray tube), or in suit-

ably arranged large aggregates of ferromagnetic

cores, etc. I will not attempt a complete classifica-

tion here, since other important forms of memory,

like the acoustic delay type, the ferro-electric type,

and the magnetostrictive delay type (this list could,

indeed, be increased)
,
do not fit quite so easily into

such classifications. I just want to point out that the

componentry used in the memory may be entirely

different from the one that underlies the basic ac-

tive organs.

These aspects of the matter seem to be very im-
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portant for the understanding of the structure of

the nervous system, and they would seem to be as

yet predominantly unanswered. We know the basic

active organs of the nervous system (the nerve

cells) . There is every reason to believe that a very

large-capacity memory is associated with this sys-

tem. We do most emphatically not know what type

of physical entities are the basic components for

the memory in question.

Digital and Analog Parts in the Nervous System

Having pointed out in the above the deep, funda-

mental, and wide-open problems connected with

the memory aspect of the nervous system, it would

seem best to go on to other questions. However,

there is one more, minor aspect of the unknown
memory subassembly in the nervous system, about

which a few words ought to be said. These refer to

the relationship between the analog and the digital

(or the “mixed”) parts of the nervous system. I

will devote to these, in what follows, a brief and in-

complete additional discussion, after which I will

go on to the questions not related to the memory.

The observation I wish to make is this: processes

which go through the nervous system may, as I

pointed out before, change their character from

digital to analog, and back to digital, etc., repeat-

edly. Nerve pulses, i.e. the digital part of the mech-

anism, may control a particular stage of such a

process, e.g. the contraction of a specific muscle or
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the secretion of a specific chemical. This phenom-
enon is one belonging to the analog class, but it

may be the origin of a train of nerve pulses which
are due to its being sensed by suitable inner recep-

tors. When such nerve pulses are being generated,

we are back in the digital line of progression again.

As mentioned above, such changes from a digital

process to an analog one, and back again to a digi-

tal one, may alternate several times. Thus the

nerve-pulse part of the system, which is digital,

and the one involving chemical changes or me-
chanical dislocations due to muscular contractions,

which is of the analog type, may, by alternating

with each other, give any particular process a mixed
character.

ROLE OF THE GENETIC MECHANISM
IN THE ABOVE CONTEXT

Now, in this context, the genetic phenomena play

an especially typical role. The genes themselves

are clearly parts of a digital system of components.

Their effects, however, consist of stimulating the

formation of specific chemicals, namely of definite

enzymes that are characteristics of the gene in-

volved, and, therefore, belong in the analog area.

Thus, in this domain, a particular specific instance

of the alternation between analog and digital is ex-

hibited, i.e. this is a member of a broader class, to

which I referred as such above in a more general

way.
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Codes and Their Role in the Control of

the Functioning of a Machine

Let me now pass on to the questions involving other

aspects than those of memory. By this I mean cer-

tain principles of organizing logical orders which
are of considerable importance in the functioning

of any complicated automaton.

First of all, let me introduce a term which is

needed in the present context. A system of logical

instructions that an automaton can carry out and
which causes the automaton to perform some or-

ganized task is called a code. By logical orders, I

mean things like nerve pulses appearing on the ap-

propriate axons, in fact anything that induces a

digital logical system, like the nervous system, to

function in a reproducible, purposive manner.

THE CONCEPT OF A COMPLETE CODE

Now, in talking about codes, the following dis-

tinction becomes immediately prominent. A code

may be complete—i.e., to use the terminology of

nerve pulses, one may have specified the sequence

in which these impulses appear and the axons on

which they appear. This will then, of course, define

completely a specific behavior of the nervous sys-

tem, or, in the above comparison, of the correspond-

ing artificial automaton involved. In computing

machines, such complete codes are sets of orders.
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given with all necessary specifications. If the ma-
chine is to solve a specific problem by calculation,

it will have to be controlled by a complete code in

this sense. The use of a modern computing machine
is based on the user’s ability to develop and for-

mulate the necessary complete codes for any given

problem that the machine is supposed to solve.

THE CONCEPT OF A SHORT CODE

In contrast to the complete codes, there exists an-

other category of codes best designated as short

codes. These are based on the following idea.

The English logician R. Turing showed in 1927

(and various computing machine experts have put
this into practice since then in various particular

ways) that it is possible to develop code instruction

systems for a computing machine which cause it to

behave as if it were another, specified, computing
machine. Such systems of instructions which make
one machine imitate the behavior of another are

known as short codes. Let me go into a little more
detail in the typical questions of the use and devel-

opment of such short codes.

A computing machine is controlled, as I pointed

out above, by codes, sequences of symbols—usually

binary symbols—i.e. by strings of bits. In any set

of instructions that govern the use of a particular

computing machine it must be made clear which
strings of bits are orders and what they are sup-

posed to cause the machine to do.

For two different machines, these meaningful
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strings of bits need not be the same ones and, in

any case, their respective effects in causing their

corresponding machines to operate may well be en-

tirely different. Thus, if a machine is provided with

a set of orders that are peculiar to another machine,

these will presumably be, in terms of the first ma-
chine, at least in part, nonsense

,
i.e. strings of bits

which do not necessarily all belong to the family

of the meaningful ones (in terms of the first-men-

tioned machine), or which, when “obeyed” by the

first-mentioned machine, would cause it to take ac-

tions which are not part of the underlying or-

ganized plan toward the solution of a problem, the

solution of which is intended, and, generally speak-

ing, would not cause the first-mentioned machine

to behave in a purposive way toward the solution

of a visualized, organized task, i.e. the solution of

a specific and desired problem.

THE FUNCTION OF A SHORT CODE

A code, which according to Turing’s schema is sup-

posed to make one machine behave as if it were an-

other specific machine (which is supposed to make
the former imitate the latter) must do the follow-

ing things. It must contain, in terms that the ma-
chine will understand and (purposively obey), in-

structions (further detailed parts of the code) that

will cause the machine to examine every order it

gets and determine whether this order has the

structure appropriate to an order of the second ma-
chine. It must then contain, in terms of the order
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system of the first machine, sufficient orders to

make the machine cause the actions to be taken

that the second machine would have taken under

the influence of the order in question.

The important result of Turing’s is that in this

way the first machine can be caused to imitate the

behavior of any other machine. The order struc-

ture which it is thus caused to follow may be en-

tirely different from that one characteristic of the

first machine which is truly involved. Thus the

order structure referred to may actually deal with

orders of a much more complex character than

those which are characteristic of the first machine:

every one of these orders of the secondary machine

may involve the performing of several operations

by the first-mentioned machine. It may involve

complicated, iterative processes, multiple actions

of any kind whatsoever; generally speaking, any-

thing that the first machine can do in any length

of time and under the control of all possible order

systems of any degree of complexity may now be

done as if only “elementary” actions—basic, un-

compounded, primitive orders—were involved.

The reason for calling such a secondary code a

short code is, by the way, historical: these short

codes were developed as an aid to coding, i.e. they

resulted from the desire to be able to code more
briefly for a machine than its own natural order

system would allow, treating it as if it were a dif-

ferent machine with a more convenient, fuller

order system which would allow simpler, less cir-

cumstantial and more straightforward coding.
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The Logical Structure of the Nervous System

At this point, the discussion is best redirected to-

ward another complex of questions. These are, as I

pointed out previously, not connected with the

problems of the memory or with the questions of

complete and short codes just considered. They re-

late to the respective roles of logics and arithmetics

in the functioning of any complicated automaton,

and, specifically, of the nervous system.

IMPORTANCE OF THE NUMERICAL
PROCEDURES

The point involved here, one of considerable im-

portance, is this. Any artificial automaton that has

been constructed for human use, and specifically

for the control of complicated processes, normally

possesses a purely logical part and an arithmetical

part, i.e. a part in which arithmetical processes

play no role, and one in which they are of impor-

tance. This is due to the fact that it is, with our

habits of thought and of expressing thought, very

difficult to express any truly complicated situation

without having recourse to formulae and numbers.

Thus an automaton which is to control problems

of these types—constancy of temperature, or of cer-

tain pressures, or of chemical isostasy in the hu-

man body—will, if a human designer has to for-
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mulate its task, have that task defined in terms of

numerical equalities or inequalities.

INTERACTION OF NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
WITH LOGIC

On the other hand, there may be portions of this

task which can be formulated without reference to

numerical relationships, i.e. in purely logical terms.

Thus certain qualitative principles involving phys-

iological response or nonresponse can be stated

without recourse to numbers by merely stating

qualitatively under what combinations of circum-

stances certain events are to take place and under

what combinations they are not desired.

REASONS FOR EXPECTING HIGH PRECISION
REQUIREMENTS

These remarks show that the nervous system, when
viewed as an automaton, must definitely have an

arithmetical as well as a logical part, and that the

needs of arithmetics in it are just as important as

those of logics. This means that we are again deal-

ing with a computing machine in the proper sense

and that a discussion in terms of the concepts fa-

miliar in computing machine theory is in order.

In view of this, the following question immedi-

-ately presents itself: when looking at the nervous

system as at a computing machine, with what pre-
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cision is the arithmetical part to be expected to

function?

This question is particularly crucial for the fol-

lowing reason: all experience with computing ma-
chines shows that if a computing machine has to

handle as complicated arithmetical tasks as the

nervous system obviously must, facilities for rather

high levels of precision must be provided. The rea-

son is that calculations are likely to be long, and

in the course of long calculations not only do

errors add up but also those committed early in the

calculation are amplified by the latter parts of it;

therefore, considerably higher precision is needed

than the physical nature of the problem would by
itself appear to require.

Thus one would expect that the arithmetical

part of the nervous system exists and, when viewed

as a computing machine, must operate with con-

siderable precision. In the familiar artificial com-

puting machines and under the conditions of com-

plexity here involved, ten- or twelve-decimal pre-

cision would not be an exaggeration.

This conclusion was well worth working out just

because of, rather than in spite of, its absolute

implausibility.

Nature of the System of Notations Employed: Not
Digital but Statistical

As pointed out before, we know a certain amount
about how the nervous system transmits numerical

data. They are usually transmitted by periodic or
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nearly periodic trains of pulses. An intensive stim-

ulus on a receptor will cause the latter to respond

each time soon after the limit of absolute refractori-

ness has been underpassed. A weaker stimulus will

cause the receptor to respond also in a periodic or

nearly periodic way, but with a somewhat lower

frequency, since now not only the limit of absolute

refractoriness but even a limit of a certain relative

refractoriness will have to be underpassed before

each next response becomes possible. Consequently,

intensities of quantitative stimuli are rendered by
periodic or nearly periodic pulse trains, the fre-

quency always being a monotone function of the

intensity of the stimulus. This is a sort of frequency-

modulated system of signaling; intensities are

translated into frequencies. This has been directly

observed in the case of certain fibers of the optic

nerve and also in nerves that transmit information

relative to (important) pressures.

It is noteworthy that the frequency in question is

not directly equal to any intensity of stimulus, but

rather that it is a monotone function of the latter.

This permits the introduction of all kinds of scale

effects and expressions of precision in terms that

are conveniently and favorably dependent on the

scales that arise.

It should be noted that the frequencies in ques-

tion usually lie between 50 and 200 pulses per

second.

Clearly, under these conditions, precisions like

the ones mentioned above (10 to 12 decimals!) are

altogether out of question. The nervous system is a

computing machine which manages to do its ex-
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ceedingly complicated work on a rather low level

of precision: according to the above, only precision

levels of 2 to 3 decimals are possible. This fact must
be emphasized again and again because no known
computing machine can operate reliably and sig-

nificantly on such a low precision level.

Another thing should also be noted. The system

described above leads not only to a low level of

precision, but also to a rather high level of reli-

ability. Indeed, clearly, if in a digital system of

notations a single pulse is missing, absolute perver-

sion of meaning, i.e. nonsense, may result. Clearly,

on the other hand, if in a scheme of the above-de-

scribed type a single pulse is lost, or even several

pulses are lost—or unnecessarily, mistakenly, in-

serted—the relevant frequency, i.e. the meaning
of the message, is only inessentially distorted.

Now, a question arises that has to be answered

significantly: what essential inferences about the

arithmetical and logical structure of the computing

machine that the nervous system represents can be

drawn from these apparently somewhat conflicting

observations?

ARITHMETICAL DETERIORATION. ROLES OF
ARITHMETICAL AND LOGICAL DEPTHS

To anyone who has studied the deterioration of

precision in the course of a long calculation, the

answer is clear. This deterioration is due, as pointed

out before, to the accumulation of errors by super-

position, and even more by the amplification of

errors committed early in the calculation, by the
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manipulations in the subsequent parts of the cal-

culation; i.e. it is due to the considerable number
of arithmetical operations that have to be per-

formed in series, or in other words to the great

arithmetical depth of the scheme.

The fact that there are many operations to be

performed in series is, of course, just as well a char-

acteristic of the logical structure of the scheme as

of its arithmetical structure. It is, therefore, proper

to say that all of these deterioration-of-precision

phenomena are due to the great logical depth of

the schemes one is dealing with here.

ARITHMETICAL PRECISION OR LOGICAL
RELIABILITY, ALTERNATIVES

It should also be noted that the message-system

used in the nervous system, as described in the

above, is of an essentially statistical character. In

other words, what matters are not the precise posi-

tions of definite markers, digits, but the statistical

characteristics of their occurrence, i.e. frequencies

of periodic or nearly periodic pulse-trains, etc.

Thus the nervous system appears to be using a

radically different system of notation from the ones

we are familiar with in ordinary arithmetics and

mathematics: instead of the precise systems of

markers where the position—and presence or ab-

sence—of every marker counts decisively in de-

termining the meaning of the message, we have

here a system of notations in which the meaning
is conveyed by the statistical properties of the mes-

sage. We have seen how this leads to a lower level

of arithmetical precision but to a higher level of
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logical reliability: a deterioration in arithmetics

has been traded for an improvement in logics.

OTHER STATISTICAL TRAITS OF THE
MESSAGE SYSTEM THAT COULD BE USED

This context now calls clearly for the asking of one

more question. In the above, the frequencies of cer-

tain periodic or nearly periodic pulse-trains carried

the message
,

i.e. the information . These were dis-

tinctly statistical traits of the message. Are there

any other statistical properties which could sim-

ilarly contribute as vehicles in the transmission of

information?

So far, the only property of the message that was
used to transmit information was its frequency in

terms of pulses per second, it being understood that

the message was a periodic or nearly periodic train

of pulses.

Clearly, other traits of the (statistical) message

could also be used: indeed, the frequency referred

to is a property of a single train of pulses whereas

every one of the relevant nerves consists of a large

number of fibers, each of which transmits numer-
ous trains of pulses. It is, therefore, perfectly plau-

sible that certain (statistical) relationships be-

tween such trains of pulses should also transmit in-

formation. In this connection it is natural to think

of various correlation-coefficients, and the like.

The Language of the Brain Not the Language of

Mathematics

Pursuing this subject further gets us necessarily into

questions of language. As pointed out, the nerv-
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ous system is based on two types of communica-
tions: those which do not involve arithmetical for-

malisms, and those which do, i.e. communications
of orders (logical ones) and communications of

numbers (arithmetical ones). The former may be

described as language proper, the latter as mathe-
matics.

It is only proper to realize that language is

largely a historical accident. The basic human
languages are traditionally transmitted to us in

various forms, but their very multiplicity proves

that there is nothing absolute and necessary about

them. Just as languages like Greek or Sanskrit are

historical facts and not absolute logical necessities,

it is only reasonable to assume that logics and
mathematics are similarly historical, accidental

forms of expression. They may have essential

variants, i.e. they may exist in other forms than
the ones to which we are accustomed. Indeed, the

nature of the central nervous system and of the

message systems that it transmits indicate posi-

tively that this is so. We have now accumulated
sufficient evidence to see that whatever language

the central nervous system is using, it is charac-

terized by less logical and arithmetical depth

than what we are normally used to. The following

is an obvious example of this: the retina of the hu-

man eye performs a considerable reorganization of

the visual image as perceived by the eye. Now
this reorganization is effected on the retina, or to

be more precise, at the point of entry of the optic

nerve by means of three successive synapses only,

i.e. in terms of three consecutive logical steps. The
statistical character of the message system used in
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the arithmetics of the central nervous system and

its low precision also indicate that the degeneration

of precision, described earlier, cannot proceed very

far in the message systems involved. Consequently,

there exist here different logical structures from

the ones we are ordinarily used to in logics and
mathematics. They are, as pointed out before, char-

acterized by less logical and arithmetical depth

than we are used to under otherwise similar cir-

cumstances. Thus logics and mathematics in the

central nervous system, when viewed as languages,

must structurally be essentially different from

those languages to which our common experience

refers.

It also ought to be noted that the language here

involved may well correspond to a short code in

the sense described earlier, rather than to a com-

plete code: when we talk mathematics, we may be

discussing a secondary language, built on the pri-

mary language truly used by the central nervous

system. Thus the outward forms of our mathemat-

ics are not absolutely relevant from the point of

view of evaluating what the mathematical or logi-

cal language truly used by the central nervous sys-

tem is. However, the above remarks about reliabil-

ity and logical and arithmetical depth prove that

whatever the system is, it cannot fail to differ con-

siderably from what we consciously and explicitly

consider as mathematics.
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The Silliman Foundation

In the year 1883 a legacy of eighty thousand dollars

was left to the President and Fellows of Yale College

in the city of New Haven, to be held in trust, as a gift

from her children, in memory of their beloved and

honored mother, Mrs. Hepsa Ely Silliman.

On this foundation Yale College was requested and

directed to establish the annual course of lectures de-

signed to illustrate the presence and providence, the

wisdom and goodness of God, as manifested in the

natural and moral world. These were to he designated

as the Mrs. Hepsa Ely Silliman Memorial Lectures. It

was the belief of the testator that any orderly presenta-

tion of the facts of nature or history contributed to the

end of this foundation more effectively than any at-

tempt to emphasize the elements of doctrine or of creed;

and he therefore provided that lectures on dogmatic or

polemical theology should be excluded from the scope

of this
, foundation, and that the subjects should be

selected rather from the domains of natural science and
history, giving special prominence to astronomy, chem-

istry, geology, and anatomy.

It was further directed that each annual course should

be made the basis of a volume to form part of a series

constituting a memorial to Mrs. Silliman. The memorial

fund came into the possession of the Corporation of Yale



University in the year 1901; and the present work
constitutes the thirty-sixth volume published on this

foundation.

Silliman Memorial Lectures Published by Yale Univer-

sity Press

OUT OF PRINT

Electricity and Matter. By Joseph John Thomson

Experimental and Theoretical Applications of Thermodynamics to

Chemistry. By Walter Nernst

Radioactive Transformations. By Ernest Rutherford

Theories of Solution. By Svante Arrhenius

Irritability. By Max Verworn

Stellar Motions. By William Wallace Campbell

Problems of Genetics. By William Bateson

The Problem of Volcanism. By Joseph Paxson Iddings

Problems of American Geology. Dana Commemorative Lectures

Organism and Environment as Illustrated by the Physiology of

Breathing. By J. S. Haldane

A Century of Science in America. By Edward Salisbury Dana

and others

The Intestinal Flora. By Leo F. Rettger and Harry A. Chaplin

Respiration. By J. S. Haldane

After Life in Roman Paganism. By Franz Cumont

The Anatomy and Physiology of Capillaries. By August Krogh

Lectures on Cauchy’s Problem in Linear Partial Differential

Equations. By Jacques Hadamard

The Theory of the Gene. By Thomas Hunt Morgan

The Anatomy of Science. By Gilbert N. Lewis

Molecular Hydrogen and Its Spectrum. By Owen Willans Richard-

son

The Changing World of the Ice Age. By Reginald Aldworth Daly

The Realm of the Nebulae. By Edwin Hubble



Embryonic Development and Induction. By Hans Spemann

Protein Metabolism in the Plant. By Albert Charles Chibnall

The Material Basis of Evolution. By Richard Goldschmidt

IN PRINT

The Integrative Action of the Nervous System. By Charles S.

Sherrington

The Evolution of Modern Medicine. By Sir William Osier

Blood: A Study in General Physiology. By Lawrence J. Hender-

son

On the Mechanism of Oxidation. By Heinrich Wieland

Centennial of the Sheffield Scientific School. Edited by George A.

Baitsell

Elementary Particles. By Enrico Fermi

Paleontology and Modern Biology. By David M. S. Watson

The Planets. Their Origin and Development. By Harold C. Urey

The Ocean Floor. By Hans Pettersson

Receptors and Sensory Perception. By Ragnar Granit

Behavior Theory and Conditioning. By Kenneth W. Spence


